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Abstract

With rising global primary energy consumption since the 19th century, new innovative

ideas for energy production are needed. While renewable energies are taking over the

electricity market e.g. in Germany and Europa, the global primary energy consump-

tion is still based on fossil fuels. The relative share of coal and oil consumption of the

current global energy mix is decreasing, while the natural gas share is increasing. One

of the ways to contribute to a more sustainable utilization of our resources could be to

enhance gas production from coal-beds with the help of microbes. While experimen-

tal investigations already demonstrate the potential of microbially enhanced coal-bed

methane (MECBM) production on the lab scale, no in-depth mathematical and concep-

tual model including all sub-processes is reported in literature so far. With this study,

we develop and present a conceptual food-web, included into a numerical model, that

is calibrated and validated using batch experiments. The model is extended to model

flow and transport features, test hypotheses, and compare against column experiments.

Additionally, a sensitivity analysis of the model parameters as well as a preliminary

study regarding operator-splitting techniques for the MECBM model are presented.

Batch calibration The presented mathematical and conceptual model comprises a

food-web that includes two types of bacteria and three types of archaea representing

members of the microbial community. Each microbial-community member is poten-

tially interacting and competing with other members of the microbial community for

substrate. Two out of nine experimental data sets are used to successfully calibrate the

model. The calibrated model effectively predicts the methane concentrations within

a 10 % range of deviation from the experimental results. A validation is performed

with the results of the remaining batch experiments that were run with varied condi-

tions. The hypotheses of amendment-induced stimulation of the microbial community

members is supported by this study. Complex interactions between microbial activity,

XXIII



substrate-specificity and bio-availability of coal for methane production can be captured

and understood with the model.

Column studies The calibrated batch model provides the basis for including hydraulic

flow and transport processes into mathematical models important for the design and im-

plementation of more sustainable methods of harvesting methane from un-mineable coal

beds. The model is extended to upflow reactor columns and compared to experimental

studies including flow, transport and reactions of amendments as well as intermediate

products. Filtration and retardation effects, biofilm decay, and attachment and detach-

ment processes of microbial cells due to shear stress are implemented in the model for

the column studies. These processes cannot be easily observed or investigated in ex-

periments and the model provides a deeper understanding of the complex and strongly

interacting processes involved in microbially enhanced coal-bed methane production.

With this extended model, the entire process of enhancing methane production under

flow conditions with microbial stimulation can be modelled, and hypotheses, derived

from experiments, can be tested in the model.

Sensitivity analysis Three of the investigated cases from the column studies are used

to perform a sensitivity analysis. The parameters of the sensitivity analysis are all

grouped to vary each microbial reaction in the model and, where applicable, the retar-

dation of amendment and attachment and detachment of microbial cells. Total methane

production is evaluated over time as the model response of the sensitivity analysis. The

model shows reasonable sensitivity values for the individual case studies that further

support the findings of the previous column study. Interestingly, with changing physical

processes for the different case studies, the parameter sensitivities are also shifted. An

overview of sensitive parameters is presented in the form of a heatmap as a comparison

of all three investigated case studies.

Operator splitting approaches Operator splitting techniques are a valuable tool

when modelling large reactive-transport systems. The system of equations is usually

split into different parts, which for the MECBM model are a transport part for all fluid

phases and a reaction part. With this decoupling of the equations the solution schemes

can be solved more easily however, a splitting error is introduced. A first study of two

XXIV



different splitting approaches is presented. While accuracy and computational speed-up

are in ranges as reported by other studies, the fully-implicit and fully-coupled reference

model converges best with higher timestep sizes. However, more advanced splitting

techniques could enhance the operator splitting approaches for MECBM models in the

future and could become more relevant when modelling field-scale applications.

XXV





Zusammenfassung

Durch den seit dem 19. Jahrhundert weltweit steigenden Primärenergieverbrauch wächst

auch der Bedarf an neuen innovativen Ideen der Energieerzeugung. Während der Strom-

markt z.B. in Deutschland und Europa von erneuerbaren Energien erobert wird, ba-

siert der globale Primärenergieverbrauch dagegen noch immer auf fossilen Brennstof-

fen. Dabei spielt der Anteil an Kohle und Öl eine zunehmend kleinere Rolle, während

Erdgas einen wachsenden Anteil des derzeitigen globalen Energiemixes ausmacht. Ei-

ne Möglichkeit, die uns zur Verfügung stehenden Ressourcen nachhaltiger zu nutzen,

könnte die mikrobiell angeregte Gasproduktion aus Kohleflözen sein.

Das Potenzial einer mikrobiell erhöhten Produktion von Methan aus Kohleflözen

(MECBM) wurde bereits durch experimetelle Untersuchungen im Labormaßstab ge-

zeigt. Über ein mathematisches und konzeptionelles Modell, welches alle Teilprozesse

einschließt, wurde in der Literatur bislang jedoch nicht berichtet. Im Rahmen dieser

Arbeit entwickeln wir eine konzeptionelle MECBM-Nahrungskette, die in ein numeri-

sches Modell implementiert wird. Dieses Modell wird anhand von Batch-Experimenten

kalibriert und validiert. Daran anschließend werden mit dem Modell verschiedene Hy-

pothesen getestet und die Ergebnisse mit Säulenversuchen aus Laborexperimenten ver-

glichen. Zusätzlich werden eine Sensitivitätsanalyse der Modellparameter sowie eine

Voruntersuchung hinsichtlich Operator-Splitting-Techniken des MECBM-Modells vor-

gestellt.

Batch-Kalibrierung Das hier vorgestellte mathematische und konzeptionelle Modell

umfasst eine Nahrungskette, in der die mikrobielle Gemeinschaft durch zwei funktio-

nelle Gruppen von Bakterien und drei Gruppen von Archaeen abgebildet wird. Jedes

Mitglied der mikrobiellen Gemeinschaft interagiert und konkurriert potenziell mit an-

deren Mitgliedern der mikrobiellen Gemeinschaft um Substrat. Zwei von neun vorlie-

genden experimentellen Datensätzen werden verwendet, um das Modell erfolgreich zu
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kalibrieren. Mit dem kalibrierten Modell kann die Methankonzentrationen mit unter

10 % Abweichung zu den experimentellen Ergebnissen effektiv vorausgesagt werden.

Durch diesen Vergleich mit den übrigen Batch-Laborexperimenten, welche unter va-

riierenden Bedingungen durchgeführt wird, erfolgt die Validierung des Modells. Diese

Studie stützt damit die Hypothese der substrat-induzierten Stimulation von Mitgliedern

der mikrobiellen Gemeinschaft. Komplexe Wechselwirkungen zwischen mikrobieller Ak-

tivität, Substratspezifität und Bioverfügbarkeit von Kohle für die Methanproduktion

können mit dem Modell erfasst und analysiert werden.

Säulenstudie Das kalibrierte Batch-Modell wird um hydraulische Strömungs- und

Transportprozesse erweitert. Diese Prozesse sind für den Entwurf und die Umsetzung

von nachhaltigeren Methoden der Methangewinnung aus nicht-abbaubaren Kohleflözen

wichtig. Das Modell wird daher auf Säulenversuche ausgedehnt und mit experimentel-

len Studien verglichen. Diese beinhalten nun Strömung, Transport und Reaktionen von

Ausgangs- und Zwischenprodukten. Filtrations- und Retardierungseffekte, Absterben

von Biofilm sowie Anlagerungs- und Ablöseprozesse von Mikroorganismen aufgrund

von Scherbeanspruchung werden im Modell implementiert. Diese Prozesse können in

Experimenten nicht ohne weiteres beobachtet oder untersucht werden. Das Modell lie-

fert ein besseres Verständnis der komplexen und stark interagierenden Prozesse, die bei

der mikrobiell erhöten Methanproduktion in Kohleflözen stattfinden. Mit diesem er-

weiterten Modell kann der gesamte Prozess der durch mikrobielle Stimulaton erhöhten

Methanproduktion unter Strömungs- und Transportbedingungen modelliert werden.

Darüberhinaus können aus Experimenten abgeleitete Hypothesen im Modell getestet

werden.

Sensitivitätsanalyse Drei der untersuchten Fälle aus der Säulenstudien werden nun

zur Durchführung einer Sensitivitätsanalyse verwendet. Die Parameter der Sensiti-

vitätsanalyse werden gruppiert, um jede mikrobielle Reaktion im Modell und gege-

benenfalls die Filrations- und Retardationseffekte sowie das Anlagern und Ablösen von

Mikroorganismen zu variieren. Die gesamte Methanproduktion wird als Modellantwort

der Sensitivitätsanalyse über die Zeit ausgewertet. Das Modell zeigt plausbile Sensi-

tivitätswerte für die einzelnen Fallstudien, die jeweils mit den Ergebnissen aus der

Säulenstudie übereinstimmen. Interessanterweise werden mit sich ändernden physikali-

schen Prozessen für die verschiedenen Fallstudien auch die Parameterempfindlichkeiten
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verschoben. Eine Übersicht der sensitiven Parameter wird in Form einer Heatmap als

Vergleich aller drei untersuchten Fallstudien dargestellt.

Operator splitting Ansätze Operator-Splitting-Techniken sind ein wertvolles Hilfs-

mittel bei der Modellierung großer reaktiver Transportsysteme. Das zu lösende Glei-

chungssystem wird beim Operator-Splitting in verschiedene Teile aufgeteilt. Für das

MECBM-Modell handelt es sich um einen Transportteil für alle Fluidphasen und einen

Reaktionsteil. Mit dieser Entkopplung der Gleichung lassen sich die einzelnen Glei-

chungssysteme schneller lösen, allerdings entsteht dabei ein Splitting-Fehler. Eine ers-

te Untersuchung zweier verschiedener Operator-Splitting-Ansätze wird vorgestellt. Die

Genauigkeit und Rechengeschwindigkeit dieser Ansätze liegen in Bereichen, wie sie auch

in anderen Studien berichtet wurden. Dennoch konvergiert das voll-implizite und voll-

gekoppelte Referenzmodell ohne Operator-Splitting besser und mit größeren Zeitschrit-

ten. Fortschrittlichere Splitting-Techniken könnten jedoch in Zukunft die Operator-

Splitting-Ansätze für MECBM verbessern.
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1 Introduction

The rising global energy demand is calling for new ways of generating energy, while

climate and environmental protection agencies and individuals are trying to keep the

environmental impact at a minimum [Bruckner et al., 2014]. Global primary energy

consumption has been increasing, with only minor stops caused by global crises, from

1800 until today [Smil, 2016, Dudley et al., 2018]. Even though renewable energies

become more popular, natural gas, coal and crude oil made up 87% of the world’s pri-

mary energy consumption in 2018 (natural gas 24.51%, coal 27.97%, crude oil 34.52%)

[Dudley et al., 2018]. While the relative consumption of coal and crude oil has been

decreasing gradually over the last decade, the consumption of natural gas has increased.

Coal-bed methane (CBM) is part of the unconventional gas resources. Together with

shale and tight gas, they are a growing part of the global energy mix, that has tradition-

ally been considered too costly to produce [Birol et al., 2012]. Since easy exploration

of coal gas is inhibited by low permeabilities, expensive drilling techniques and pro-

duction enhancing processes were necessary. CBM could be harvested mainly in the

Northern Hemisphere and in Australia as shown in Figure 1.1 by Strapoc et al. [2011].

It is harvested in the United States, Canada and Australia [Senthamaraikkannan et al.,

2016b] already, and potentially in Germany [Birol et al., 2012]. Figure 1.1 also shows

that up to 4 % of the methane production in the USA is estimated to be mainly due to

biogenic methane production, while 10 % were from CBM wells in the year 2008. More

recent data indicate that methane production in total has increased even further from

approx. 765× 109 m3/year in 2009 to over 1053× 109 m3/year in 2018 [Dudley et al.,

2018].

First studies present that instead of using high pressures, chemicals and other methane

production enhancing techniques, shallow coal beds could be microbially stimulated to

enhance methane production in a more natural way [Jones et al., 2010, Park and Liang,

2016]. This is called microbially enhanced coal-bed methane (MECBM) production.
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Figure 1.1: Coal bed methane production potential worldwide. The major coal-bearing re-
gions are in the Northern Hemisphere. CBM production already is performed for
some countries. The small Figure on the bottom left shows total methane pro-
duction (blue) and the percentage of CBM production in the USA from 1988 to
2008. Republished with permission of ANNUAL REVIEWS INC. , from Strapoc
et al. [2011]; permission conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.

The idea behind MECBM production is that by providing the microbial community

with substrate, the microbial conversion of coal and other substrates to methane is

enhanced. However, little is known about the microbes, nutrients or the conditions

favourable for MECBM production. With this thesis, we show a conceptual way of

modelling the potential processes involved in enhancing methane production from coal

beds with the help of microbes.

1.1 Bacteria, archaea and biofilms in porous media

Bacteria and archaea are both prokaryotes. They are generally set up simpler than

eukaryotes and can, among other forms, exist as suspended, floating, or sessile cells

[Cullimore, 1999]. Archaea differ from bacteria mainly by a slightly different cell struc-

ture, lipids, and their metabolism (e.g. methanogenesis). Many archaea have enzymes

that help them survive under extreme conditions.
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These microbial cells can attach to surfaces and are often surrounded by a matrix of

extracellular polymeric substances (EPS), that protects the cells from their surround-

ing environment. Attached cells with surrounding EPS are often referred to as biofilm

[Bryers, 2000]. In our context these cells can attach to a porous medium. Once at-

tached, they can grow into a mature biofilm and either single cells or larger pieces

can detach again and colonize the porous medium further downstream [De Beer and

Stoodley, 2006].

1.2 Biogeochemical processes

Subsurface processes have been studied and developed, aiming at controlling biogeo-

chemical reactions and processes in a favourable way. The applications range from

groundwater remediation problems [Rittmann, 1993, Cunningham et al., 2003] over en-

hancing oil or gas productions [Bachmann et al., 2014, Geetha et al., 2018, Saravanan

et al., 2020] to storage or release of gas, or mineral precipitation [Whiffin et al., 2007,

Phillips et al., 2013, 2018, Cunningham et al., 2019]. While most studies focus on a

single reactive process occurring mostly at interfaces between biofilm, fluid, and porous

medium, this thesis presents a complex food-web with interacting and depending mi-

crobial cells and their biogeochemical reactions for MECBM production.

1.3 Coal beds

A porous medium typically consists of solid material containing pores or void spaces.

Coal beds are usually dual porosity systems. This means, that there is the influence of

micropores (< 2 nm) on the one hand which primarily affect gas adsorption [Harpalani

and Zhao, 1991]. Jones et al. [1987] state that the coal with its micropores is known to

have a very large internal surface area (up to 205 000 m2/s). On the other hand, there

is the influence of macropores (> 50 nm) or so-called fractures. These bigger pores form

cleats throughout the whole matrix and are accessible to fluid flow.

Since most of the experimental studies that serve as a basis for this work use crushed

coal from the Powder River Basin (PRB), a rather homogeneous pore-size distribution

is given. Many effects, e.g. cleats and preferential flow paths, which are of importance
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for real coal beds, are assumed to have minor effects for this work, as all experimental

studies used for comparison use crushed and cleaned coal. Since the same coal from the

PRB is used in all studies, the coal is also assumed to be of the same rank and type.

1.4 Microbially enhanced coal-bed methane production

While unconventional methane production focused on shale and coal beds with mature

coals and high thermogenic gas contents, it soon was obvious that low permeability

and mineralization processes in fractures and cleats of the coal were hindering gas pro-

duction [Birol et al., 2012]. To overcome this, either expensive drilling techniques are

necessary or one moves to less mature coals with higher permeability and formation

thickness. However, these formations are typically characterized by a lower gas content

[Meslé et al., 2013]. The strategy with MECBM focuses on shallow coal beds with a

smaller formation thickness, which can have biogenic methane production, as Magot

et al. [2000] state that microbial growth is limited to temperatures below 80 ◦C.

Many studies in recent years observe methane release from coal mines and their drainage

systems and focus on the microbial community [Dojka et al., 1998, Strapoc et al., 2008,

Jones et al., 2010, Beckmann et al., 2011]. There, the release of methane is a potential

hazard to mine workers or the climate, if the methane is released into the atmosphere.

CBM has been harvested in the PRB since 1993 [Hower et al., 2003], and has shown

to be primarily microbially generated [Barnhart et al., 2017]. Further studies on the

characterization of methanogenic consortia in the PRB were performed by Flores et al.

[2008] and Green et al. [2008], which, among others, lead to a series of experimental

studies on biogenic methane production from PRB coal that this modelling work is

based on [Barnhart et al., 2017, Davis et al., 2018a,b, 2019].

In this thesis, it is investigated how with small amendment additions of e.g. yeast or

algae extract the microbial community is stimulated and produces additional gas from

the coal and the amendments [Barnhart et al., 2017, Davis et al., 2018b]. Experimental

studies have shown the applicability in the lab, while many questions remain. Numeri-

cal modelling can be used as an instrumental tool to test hypothesis that are not easily

tested in experiment; however, a good scientific basis in form of profound and compa-

rable experimental investigations is needed to establish such a model. So far only a

few works for a numerical model regarding MECBM production have been publishedp
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[Senthamaraikkannan et al., 2016b,a, Saurabh and Harpalani, 2018]. Most of these

models focus on the acetoclastic methanogenesis or use one lumped reaction from the

entire process of coal to methane conversion. Additionally, the transport processes are

modelled at the same time for some studies [Senthamaraikkannan et al., 2016a]. While

they produce reasonable results for their test cases, Saurabh and Harpalani [2018] state

that ”one shortcoming is apparent, available data in public domain.” Because the avail-

able data in the public domain is indeed, not as manifold as one could wish, we think

that with focusing this work on the studies by Barnhart et al. [2017] and Davis et al.

[2018a, 2019] the dataset is large and fundamental enough for a conceptual and nu-

merical model. This conceptual and numerical can be extended and adapted to other

types of coal in the future.

1.5 Objectives of this thesis

The aim of this work is to develop a numerical model that is able to assist in evaluating

and pursuing experimental studies for MECBM production. This thesis contributes to

the goal by four objectives:

• development of a conceptual model for the reaction kinetics in batch systems;

• extension to upflow column-reactor systems involving flow and transport of com-

ponents, amendment, and potentially microbial cells or biofilms;

• investigate the sensitivity of modelling parameters for the column reactors;

• operator-splitting approaches to investigate the robustness of the numerical model

and to reduce the computational time of the numerical model.

The first and second objective are considered as straightforward since experimental

data for comparison is available. The sensitivity analysis is performed in a lumped way

to reduce parameters and modelling runtime, meaning that each reaction pathway is

only changed by one factor. The robustness and computational time of the model are

important for further studies, as the research code we present here is able to solve all

the systems reliably. However, a large computational effort is observed for the more

complex cases, as all components and processes are included and solved even though

they might be of minor importance.
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1.6 Structure of this thesis

An overview of the structure along the lines of the main objectives is presented here.

A short introduction of the fundamentals for the microbial reaction system as well as

for flow and transport in porous media is given in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3. As this

work is based on experimental studies, the key findings of these experimental studies

are recapitulated in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 describes the calibration and validation of

the conceptual and numerical model with experimental batch-reactor data. Chapter 6

extends the previously validated system to model flow and transport for different sce-

narios using e.g. amendment retardation or partitioning, microbial cell attachment and

detachment. A sensitivity analysis of the different column scenarios is presented in

Chapter 7. Chapter 8 focuses on the robustness of the numerical model and how to re-

duce computational time using decoupling approaches. In the end, Chapter 9 concludes

and summarizes the achievements of this thesis.
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Microbial communities are almost omnipresent, often interdependent, and specialized

to survive in their environment [Bryers, 2000]. In many subsurface organic materials as

e.g. coal, microbial species are found. In comparison to other organic materials, coal is

not an easy substrate due to its complex structure [Park and Liang, 2016]. Nevertheless,

many studies [Harris et al., 2008, Strapoc et al., 2008, Barnhart et al., 2017, Davis

et al., 2018a,b, Beckmann et al., 2019, Lupton et al., 2020] show that methane can be

biologically produced from coal and that apparently biogeochemical processes on coal

are of importance for methane production from coal beds. This chapter focuses on

the basics of microbial metabolisms and explains the processes involved in MECBM

production.

2.1 Coal properties, bio-availability and adsorption

Coal is formed from the remainders of organic materials (e.g. plants) buried and com-

pressed under sediments over a long time under high pressures and temperatures. The

degree of coalification is described by the rank of the coal. For a lower ranked coal more

plant structures can be observed in the coal, whereas for a higher ranked coal more

carbon content is present as most plant materials have been metamorphosed [Taylor

et al., 2009]. Under suitable conditions, the rank of the coal increases from peat and

lignite over (sub-)bituminous coal to anthracite.

The coal investigated in this thesis is from the Powder River Basin and is characterized

by Barnhart et al. [2017] to be of sub-bituminous rank. For MECBM production pro-

cesses, it is of interest how much of the coal’s carbon content is available for microbial

conversion. Barnhart et al. [2017] show that 99.5 % of the coal energy content remained

after long-term incubation of coal in batch studies, which leads to the assumption that
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0.5 % of this coal is available for microbial conversion in the model.

As already mentioned in Section 1.3, coal is known to have a large surface area due

to its high degree of micropores. This large surface area is important for ad- and des-

orption processes that can occur on coal. Adsorption is a physical process that is best

described as an attraction of particles (atoms, ions or molecules) from a fluid phase

to the surface of a solid phase (adsorbent). Ad- and desorption processes are com-

monly described by isotherms, where popular isotherms for coal beds are the Langmuir

[Langmuir, 1917] or the Freundlich isotherm [Freundlich et al., 1906]. A previous study

[Scholz, 2017] investigated the behaviour of adsorption isotherms for MECBM batch

system and concludes, that under laboratory batch conditions, the modelling of ad- and

desorption processes only shows a minimal effect. Adsorption could have an impact for

column- and field-scale studies, but further experimental data is needed to model this

quantitatively. At the current state, this is not of further interest for this thesis, but

should be considered and investigated in future projects.

2.2 Microbial metabolism

2.2.1 Monod kinetics

Microbial growth rates mostly depend on a growth-limiting substrate concentration,

which is usually modelled using Monod kinetics [Monod, 1942]. The growth coefficient

µ, which depends on the concentration Cs of a growth-limiting substrate S, can be

written as:

µ = µmax

(
Cs

Ks + Cs

)
, (2.1)

where µmax is the maximum growth coefficient and Ks is the Monod half saturation

constant. It is defined as the concentration of substrate at which the growth coefficient

equals half of the maximum rate [Chmiel et al., 2018]. Monod kinetics consist of two

linear approximations: a zeroth order equation part and a first order part. When there

is plenty of substrate available (Cs >> Ks) the Monod kinetics approach is dominated

by the zeroth order equation:

µ ≈ µmax. (2.2)
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When Cs << Ks, the Monod kinetics are approximated as first order reaction rate:

µ ≈
(
µmax
Ks

)
· Cs. (2.3)

2.2.2 Biomass growth and decay

Growth of microbes is defined as an increase in cell numbers rather than cell size. As

long as microbes find suitable conditions, they grow at a rate described by the growth

rate:

rg = µmax

(
Cs

Ks + Cs

)
·X, (2.4)

with X being the biomass of cells.

The decay rate of microorganisms is assumed to be a first-order function of the biomass

concentration:

rd = kd ·X, (2.5)

where kd is the decay rate constant.

2.2.3 Substrate utilization and product formation

To connect substrate consumption to biomass growth, a third variable, the so-called

yield Y P
X,S is introduced. It expresses how much biomassX is produced per utilized mass

of substrate S, while (where applicable) producing product P . The rate of substrate

utilization is dependent on the microbial growth rate of this substrate, with the yield

as proportionality constant:
dS

dt
=

rg
YX,S

. (2.6)

Although dimensionless, the correct unit of the yield is “mass of biomass” per “mass

of (limiting) substrate consumed”.

For product formation, the growth rate rg from biomass and the yield YP,S are used to

described the formation of products by:

dP

dt
= rg ·

(
YP,S
Y P
X,S

)
. (2.7)
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2.3 Microorganisms and biofilms in porous media

Microorganisms in the context of MECBM production are the essential part for all

biogeochemical reactions that occur. As previously mentioned in Chapter 1.1, the

different microbial cells can form biofilms by producing EPS on porous media. While

the process of the evolution of a biofilm itself is topic studied by e.g. Bryers [2000],

we assume attached cells to immediately form a biofilm in the model. Biofilm in the

context of this modelling work is described as part of the solid phases, even though

the real biofilm species in itself are not solid or rigid bodies. However, the concept

of a continuum can be applied to the biofilm species with the REV (representative

elementary volume) description as explained in Section 3.1. We do not consider the

individual microbial cells and EPS, but biofilms are described as an entity taking up a

certain volume fraction of space per control volume.

As already mentioned in Chapter 1.1, the MECBM microbial community consists of

bacteria and archaea. For a better approximation in the model, we derive from Davis

et al. [2018a] that the bacterial community could potentially be separated into an

amendment and a coal-converting part. Therefore, we operationally define two groups

of bacteria depending on their substrate utilization ability. Archaea are separated into

three different groups, following the three main methanogenic pathways [Davis et al.,

2018b, Strapoc et al., 2011, Schink, 1997]. While the distinction between the two

groups of bacteria is artificial, it allows the model to track growth of microbes based on

amendment utilization and coal utilization separately. An overview of the interactions

between the microbial species, in form of a flow chart, is given in Figure 2.1.

2.3.1 Bacteria∗

Coal bacteria

We characterize one group as the ”Coal Bacteria” (cb), which we consider to primarily

feed on the bioconvertible fraction of coal. They produce acetate and hydrogen from

the coal.

∗Section 2.3.1 is taken from Section 3.1.1. of Emmert, Class, Davis, and Gerlach [2020a] and
reprinted with permission from c○ 2020 Elsevier Inc.
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Amendment and coal bacteria

The other group is the so-called ”Amendment and Coal Bacteria” (ab), which feed

on coal, but are also able to utilize the added substrate ”amendment”. From their

substrates, they produce acetate, hydrogen and methyl groups.

2.3.2 Archaea†

Acetoclastic archaea

Acetoclastic archaea (aa) stand for a group of archaea that produce CH4 from acetate

using the acetoclastic pathway. The acetoclastic pathway is described as the conversion

of acetic acid to CH4 and CO2, or from acetate to CH4 and bicarbonate (HCO3
– ).

Hydrogenotrophic archaea

Hydrogenotrophic archaea (ha) represent a group of archaea producing CH4 from hy-

drogen (as e– donor) and CO2 (as e– acceptor) via the hydrogenotrophic pathway to

CH4 and H2O.

Methylotrophic archaea

The methylotrophic archaea (ma) are the group of archaea that produce CH4 from

methyl groups, where, in principle, three methyl groups are reduced while one is ox-

idized to CO2. Even though the methylotrophic pathway is included in the model

for the amendment and coal consuming bacteria, the focus is on the acetoclastic and

hydrogenotrophic pathways, as they appear to contribute more significantly to CH4

production [White et al., 2000, Garcia et al., 2006].

†Section 2.3.2 is taken from Section 3.1.2. of Emmert, Class, Davis, and Gerlach [2020a] and
reprinted with permission from c○ 2020 Elsevier Inc.
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2.4 Biogeochemical processes for MECBM‡

The basic idea of the conceptual model itself is found in literature [Zinder, 1984, 1993,

Park and Liang, 2016] and includes coal as a porous matrix and substrate, the mi-

crobial community in form of biomass, amendment as an additional substrate, as well

as multiple intermediate products. Many experimental studies have been performed

in order to characterize the microbial community [Jones et al., 2010, Strapoc et al.,

2008, Meslé et al., 2013, Ritter et al., 2015]. This thesis focuses on the main reactive

pathways and simplifies the microbial community to groups, which are distinguished

by their substrate. One group consists of two types of microbes converting amendment

and/or coal to intermediates. This first step is the hydrolysis of complex organic com-

pounds to simpler and more bioavailable organic compounds, such as sugars or amino

acids [Park and Liang, 2016]. The second step is fermentation, where complex organic

compounds are being fermented to simpler intermediates, such as fatty acids, organic

acids, alcohols, as well as the known precursors for methanogenesis acetate, hydrogen

and CO2 [Gupta and Gupta, 2014, Schink, 1997]. Other bacteria produce acetate, hy-

drogen and CO2 from these intermediates [Schink, 1997].

The last step is methanogenesis described to be performed by highly specialized ar-

chaea using three principally different pathways, namely hydrogen, methyl and acetate

reduction [Jones et al., 2010, Ritter et al., 2015]. A conceptual overview of all the

processes considered here, in form of a flow chart, is given in Figure 2.1.

Microbial growth rates are implemented using Monod Kinetics, while the decay rates

are considered to be first-order approximations. Component source and sink terms

are calculated using biomass and component-dependent yield reaction terms for each

microbial conversion as explained in detail in Section 2.4.1.

As already introduced in Section 2.1 for the microbial conversion of the coal, Barnhart

et al. [2017] showed that 99.5 % of the coal energy content remained after the batch

experiments. It is estimated from the CH4 production and from coal energy content

that 0.5 % of the coal is available for conversion by the microorganisms [Barnhart et al.,

2017]. The microorganisms are assumed to consume the easily convertible components

of the coal first and the yield coefficients are assumed to be similar to organic compounds

with similar oxidation states under anaerobic conditions.

‡Section 2.4 is partially based on Section 2.2., Section 3, and Section 3.1. of Emmert, Class, Davis,
and Gerlach [2020a] and reprinted with permission from c○ 2020 Elsevier Inc.
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2.4.1 Energetics and bacterial growth§

In this section, the general energetics and kinetics of substrate utilization and bacterial

growth are explained. According to McCarty [1972], equilibrium calculations are not

sufficient to determine concentrations of substances in natural aquatic systems. There-

fore, the dynamics of biological, chemical and physical processes must be considered.

For each microbial process, three half-reactions as part of a redox-reaction pair, de-

scribing the process of interest, are considered, which generally represent an oxidation,

reduction and biomass accumulation reaction, respectively. The half-reaction equations

with their respective Gibbs free energy are taken from McCarty [1972]. One reaction

system is explained in the following; all other reaction systems used in the model are

given in the Appendix A. The half-reactions for a reaction system using coal, in which

carbon has an approximate oxidation state of about zero (similar to carbon in glucose

or acetate), normalized to the exchange of one e-, and their corresponding Gibbs free

energy values (∆G) in kJ/mol are:

∆G = −41.924 :
1

24
C6H12O6 +

1

4
H2O =

1

4
CO2 + 1H+ + 1e− (2.8)

∆G = 27.652 :
1

8
CO2 +

1

8
HCO3

− + 1H+ + 1e− =
1

8
CH3COO− +

3

8
H2O (2.9)

∆G = 100.00 :
1

4
CO2 +

1

20
NH3 + 1H+ + 1e− =

1

20
C5H7O2N +

2

5
H2O (2.10)

These three equations are solved with three closing relations:

1. The sum of e– has to be 0.

2. The sum of Gibbs free energy has to be 0 for the combined process.

3. Everything is normalized to one mole of substrate.

§Section 2.4.1 is taken from Section 3.1.3 of Emmert, Class, Davis, and Gerlach [2020a] and
reprinted with permission from c○ 2020 Elsevier Inc.
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The results are component-dependent yields as already described in Section 2.2.3. Solv-

ing the resulting system of three linear equations results in a biomass yield as well as

a product yield for each reaction. These yields represent the energy balance for the

reactions and provide the basis for the biogeochemical reactions.
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3 Mathematical Model

This chapter provides an overview of the conceptual and mathematical model, used

to represent the relevant processes involved in MECBM production. The idea of the

conceptual model is already given in form of the flow chart in Figure 2.1 and explained in

Section 2.4. We present a multiphase flow concept with bio-, and geochemical reactions

within the porous medium. We assume the porous medium to consist of crushed coal

grains, that make up a solid structure and are impermeable. Various microbial cells

are possibly attached to the surface of this porous medium forming a biofilm and the

remaining void space is occupied by up to two fluid phases. The wetting fluid phase is

considered to be water, while the non-wetting fluid phase is assumed to consist primarily

of methane. Substrates, intermediate, and end products are dissolved in the wetting

phase and can also be present in the non-wetting phase, e.g. in the case of CO2. More

information on the basics of multiphase flow and corresponding modelling concepts can

be found in Helmig et al. [1997] and Scheer et al. [2021].

3.1 Scale

Multiphase flow and transport as well as growth and decay of biomass can be described

on various scales. The two relevant scales for the MECBM model are the micro and

the macro or REV (representative elementary volume) scale [Bear, 2013, Helmig et al.,

1997]. On the micro scale, we distinguish between grain structure, fluid phases, and

e.g. biofilms, and we can resolve the individual features and interfaces. Resolving the

micro scale details with imaging techniques and preparing it for a simulation results in

many unknowns and expresses a high computational demand for the modelling frame-

work [Blunt et al., 2013].
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On the macro or REV scale, we average over the micro scale properties to obtain a REV

that resembles the characteristics of the porous medium, as it is shown in Figure 3.1.

Detailed information about pores are sacrificed and transferred into volume-averaged

quantities, as e.g. porosity, permeability, and phase saturations. On this scale, it is

assumed that Darcy’s law is a valid simplification of the momentum balance equation.

The definition of an REV is, that the characteristic quantities do not change when

changing the size of the averaging volume [Bear, 2013, Helmig et al., 1997].

Figure 3.1: Schematic of the pore to REV scale representation used in the model concept.
Scale/Amount not representative. Reprinted with permission from Emmert et al.
[2020a], c○ 2020 Elsevier Inc.

3.2 Properties of porous media

While Rainer Helmig keeps postulating that ”porous media are everywhere”∗ the ques-

tion of how we define porous media has been discussed by many [Bear, 2013, Helmig

et al., 1997]. In this chapter, the basic properties of porous media and how they are

described in the context of this thesis is recapitulated.

∗Prof. Dr.-Ing. Rainer Helmig, University of Stuttgart, Vernissage ”Pretty Porous - Alles Porös”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CmeasmqiQDg Retrieved 2020-09-20
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3.2.1 Porosity

The porosity φ on the REV scale is defined as:

φ =
Vpore
Vtotal

, 0 < φ < 1, (3.1)

where Vpore is the pore volume (or void volume) of the sample and Vtotal the entire

volume of the REV. Mechanical deformation of the matrix is neglected, however biofilm

growth, decay or consumption of coal can lead to a changing porosity for this study.

Adapting the porosity when further solid phases (e.g. bioconvertible coal or biofilm)

are present is done with:

φ = φ0 −
∑

φϕ, (3.2)

where φ0 is the initial porosity and φϕ the volume fractions of the solid phases mentioned

in Section 3.4.

3.2.2 Saturation

The pore space is filled by one or more fluid phases, which can be liquid or gaseous in

our case. The amount of pore space filled by a fluid phase α is called Sα and defined

as:

Sα =
Vα
Vpore

, 0 < Sα < 1, with
∑

α

Sα = 1. (3.3)

If one phase replaces another phase in an REV, the remaining amount of the displaced

phase is called residual saturation Srα.

3.2.3 Capillary pressure

We consider a system with two fluid phases in the pore space. This fluid-fluid interface

is curved, as the wetting phase has a lower contact angle than the non-wetting phase.

The common assumption of local thermodynamic equilibrium is assumed to be valid

for low velocities according to Class et al. [2002]. The capillary pressure pc is then

defined as the pressure difference between two phases in equilibrium:

pc = pn − pw. (3.4)
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On the micro-scale, pc can be expressed by the Young-Laplace equation:

pc =
2σ cosα

r
, (3.5)

with σ as the surface tension between fluids, α the contact angle between wetting and

solid phase, and r the radius of an idealized circular tube. On the REV scale, the micro-

scale tubes concept of capillary pressure needs to be transferred to a relationship using

REV quantities. This results in a relation between capillary pressure and saturation

given e.g. by Brooks and Corey [1964], others would work equally well. Here pc is

calculated from the effective wetting-phase saturation Se, the entry pressure pe, and λ

which is a parameter for the pore size distribution in this case:

pc = peS
− 1
λ

e , (3.6)

where Se is:

Se =
Sw − Srw

1− Srw

, (3.7)

with Srw as the residual wetting phase saturation that cannot be displaced by the other

fluid phase.

3.2.4 Darcy’s law

The flow of fluids within the porous medium is assumed to be creeping as described

by Bear [2013], where the inertial forces are assumed to be much smaller than the

viscous forces. The resulting momentum balance can be described by Darcy’s law and

allows solving for the filter, seepage or Darcy [Darcy, 1856] velocity vα:

vα = −krα
µα

K (∇pα − ραg) , (3.8)

for each phase α, with µα as the dynamic viscosity, pα the fluid pressure, ρα the density,

and g as the gravitational forces [Helmig et al., 1997]. The intrinsic permeability

tensor K describes the friction coefficient of the porous medium and for multiphase

systems the dimensionless relative permeability krα describes the additional resistance

to the flow of one fluid phase due to the presence of another fluid phase.
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Relative permeability When two or more phases are present on the micro scale, the

resistance of flow is increased in comparison to a similar system with only one phase.

This is described by krα on the REV scale. It scales the intrinsic permeability and is

depending on the saturation for the wetting phase with

krw = S
2+3λ
λ

e (3.9)

and the non-wetting phase with

krn = (1− Se)
2
(

1− S
2+λ
λ

e

)
. (3.10)

3.3 Phases and components

3.3.1 Phases

Relevant fluid phases in the context of MECBM are described as continua with distinct

properties, e.g. density and viscosity. The phases are considered miscible, meaning that

components from one phase can dissolve in the other phase. We consider a wetting

phase consisting of primarily water, and a non-wetting phase which is primarily made

up of CH4. In addition to the fluid phases, we also consider up to seven solid phases.

Namely, these solid phases are five different species of biofilm and the bioconvertible

fraction of coal. The seventh solid phase is trapped or filtered amendment and is only

used in two modelling scenarios.

3.3.2 Components

The fluid phases can consist of several components κ, that are distinct chemical species

or groups of chemical species. The non-wetting fluid phase can consist of CH4, CO2 and

H2, the wetting fluid phase consists of brine (H2O) and contains most of the dissolved

components, which namely are amendment, acetate, hydrogen (H2), methyl groups

(CH3), methane (CH4), and carbon dioxide (CO2).

For components with low concentrations that are solved in a phase that mostly consists

of a main component, diffusive fluxes are described by Fick’s law with binary diffusion
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coefficients Dκ
α. For this multi-phasic system, so-called effective diffusion coefficients

Dκ
α,e, are used on the REV scale. These effective coefficients are calculated from the

binary diffusion coefficient Dκ
α using the tortuosity τ , saturation and porosity after Bear

[2013] to:

Dκ
α,e = τSαφD

κ
α. (3.11)

We assume an ideal gas for the non-wetting phase except for the water and CO2 compo-

nents, where tabulated values are used [Wagner et al., 2000, Span and Wagner, 1996].

CO2 is assumed to be present abundantly, thus carbonate alkalinity and pH can be

assumed to be constant for the sake of simplicity in the model.

3.3.3 Mole fractions

The detailed composition of each phase is described by a mole fraction of the compo-

nents, where each mole fraction xκα is defined as:

xκα =
nκα∑
i

niα
, (3.12)

with nκα as the number of moles of component κ in phase α.

When considering local thermodynamic equilibrium in a control volume, all components

have an equal chemical activity and therefore, the phase composition can be derived

from pressure, temperature and the following constraint on the sum of mole fractions

in a phase: ∑

κ

xκα = 1, (3.13)

after Class [2007].

The equilibrium mole fraction of component κ in the gas phase (n) is computed using

Dalton’s law under the assumption that the component vapour is in equilibrium with

the liquid phase:

xκn =
pκsat
pn

, (3.14)

with pκsat as the component saturation vapour pressure.
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Similarly, the mole fraction of component κ in the liquid phase (w) is calculated using

Henry’s law:

xκw =
pκn
Hκ

w

, (3.15)

where the component partial pressure pκn is calculated using the mole fraction and

the phase pressure: pκn = xκnpn, and the Henry coefficient for the dissolution of the

component in water Hκ
w.

3.4 Balance equations

This section presents the balance equations that are used in this thesis. Where ap-

plicable, the generalization of the multiphase Darcy’s law, described in Section 3.2.4,

can be directly inserted into all mass balance equations. We will discuss mass balance

equations for all components in the two phases as well as mass balance equations for

all solid phases.

3.4.1 Mass balance equations for components in two-phase flow

The mass balance of a component κ for a two-phase flow system, can be written as

∑

α

[
∂

∂t
(φρmol,αx

κ
αSα) +∇· (ρmol,αx

κ
αvα)−∇·

(
ρmol,αD

κ
pm,α∇xκα

)]
= qκ α ∈ {n; w}.

(3.16)

Here, t is time, φ porosity, ρmol,α, Sα, and vα the molar density, saturation and the

velocity of phase α respectively, xκα the mole fraction of component κ and Dκ
pm,α is

the diffusion tensor in phase α. Sources and sinks due to biogeochemical reactions or

external sources and sinks for component κ are captured by qκ.

For the numerical case study with attaching and detaching microbial cells, the trans-

ported cells are handled as additional inactive tracer-like components and thereby trans-

ported with the Darcy velocity (see Eq. (3.8)).
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3.4.2 Mass balance equations for solid phases

Conservation equations for biofilms, coal, and attached inactive amendment are con-

sidered to be rigid and are each consisting of a single component. Therefore, their mass

balance consists only of a storage and a source term:

∂

∂t
(φϕρϕ) = qϕ, ϕ ∈ {Cc; cb; ab; aa; ha; ma; sa} (3.17)

with ϕ indicating whether the convertible fraction of coal (Cc), the five biofilm com-

ponents (cb, ab, aa, ha, ma) or solid amendment (sa) is used. Here, φϕ is the volume

fraction, ρϕ mass density and qϕ is the source term due to biogeochemical reactions,

growth, decay or attachment/detachment of the solid phase ϕ. Component source

and sink terms are calculated using biomass and component-dependent yield reaction

terms for each microbial conversion (see Section 2.4.1). The porosity and permeability

of the system change depending on consumption of coal as well as on growth, decay,

attachment, and detachment of microbial cells.

3.5 Attachment and detachment due to flow

Cell attachment and detachment might occur under flow conditions. In the same way,

particles that are transported with the flow could be trapped, filtered and thereby

retarded in the porous medium.

3.5.1 Retardation and filtration†

Modelling retardation and filtration processes in porous media can be considered on

the micro or macro scale. Good overviews of deep-bed filtration and the corresponding

mechanisms are given in Jegatheesan and Vigneswaran [2005], Rockhold et al. [2004],

Molnar et al. [2015]. Since the model in this study is based on the REV concept, we

will focus on the macro-scale description of retardation and filtration processes. Many

numerical studies have been performed with respect to filtration processes and there are

†Section 3.5.1 is taken from Section 2.4.1 of Emmert, Davis, Gerlach, and Class [2020b] and
reprinted with permission, published by CC BY 4.0 MDPI 2020.
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different approaches and equations with different levels of complexity available. Since

this study is a first step towards a more realistic description of the MECBM process

and many different processes are of potential importance, we focus on a very basic

description of filtration that is coherent in most filtration concepts.

We describe the particle retention rate of a particle κ as a rate rκ added to the source

term qκ (see Eq. (3.16)) in Eq. (3.18):

rκ = λκattachC
κ
wvw, (3.18)

where λκattach is the attachment or filtration coefficient of component κ, Cκ
w is the

concentration of a component in the aqueous phase, which is calculated from Cκ
w =

xκwρmol,wM
κ, and vw is the aqueous phase velocity. λκattach is usually dependent on

the structure of the porous medium, the flow properties and interactions between the

particles. Many models, ranging from basic [Iwasaki et al., 1937, Tien et al., 1979] to

more advanced [Liu et al., 1996] have been proposed; however, we use a simple form

of Eq. (3.18) and do not account for more complex calculations of λκattach for now. The

process of attachment or detachment is modelled by adding the rate rκ to the equiv-

alent solid source term qϕ which corresponds to κ. Thus, every component κ has an

equivalent solid part ϕ.

Since we assume that the particles are not only attaching to the porous medium but

can also be resuspended and transported with the mobile phases again, the process we

model is rather a mixture between filtration and partitioning or retardation [Molnar

et al., 2015].

In general, we assume that detachment is proportional to the shear stress. Shear stress

is actually not represented in our macro-scale (REV-scale) model concept. Thus, it has

to be considered on the macro-scale by an effective process that upscales the micro-scale

effects. We use here the aqueous-phase potential gradient following Rittman’s general

model [Rittman, 1982] of biofilm shearing with Speitel Jr and DiGiano [1987]. Rittman

model and parameters could be improved through further knowledge about the type

of biofilm, however this is beyond the scope of this study, which is why we keep the

variable parameters for fitting at a minimum and stay with this approach in Eq. (3.19):

rϕ = kϕdetachφ
ϕρϕ (3.19)
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where we describe the rate of detachment rϕ of solid ϕ mainly with a detachment

coefficient for this solid kϕdetach. For the amendment, this detachment coefficient kϕdetach
is defined in Eq. (3.20):

kϕdetach = λϕdetach (φSw |∇pw − ρwg|)0.58 . (3.20)

Here, λϕdetach is the detachment or resuspension coefficient of solid component ϕ due to

shear stress.

3.5.2 Cell attachment and detachment‡

Cell attachment in porous media is a different process than retardation or filtration

of amendments. However, the mechanistic description is similar in the way the equa-

tions are used in the model. Therefore, when modelling cell attachment, we also use

Eq. (3.18) with a different λκattach than for the amendment, as the cell attachment mech-

anisms of suspended cells κ might be different depending on the type of cell. However,

we do not have further experimental information on the cell types and model all mi-

crobial cells with the same estimated and calibrated λκattach.

For cell detachment, we also use Eq. (3.19), but calculate the detachment coefficient

with an extended relation derived from Ebigbo et al. [2010]:

kϕdetach = λϕdetach (φSw |∇pw − ρwg|)0.58 +
φϕ

φ
µϕg , (3.21)

where the volume fraction of the respective biofilm φϕ is set in relation to the poros-

ity φ and the growth rate µϕg of the biofilm ϕ in addition to detachment as defined in

Eq. (3.20).

‡Section 3.5.2 is taken from Section 2.4.2 of Emmert, Davis, Gerlach, and Class [2020b] and
reprinted with permission, published by CC BY 4.0 MDPI 2020.
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3.6 Numerical model and solution strategies

The numerical model explained in the previous sections with its mass transport and

reaction system needs to be discretized and solved. The employed numerical schemes

for space and time discretization are briefly presented in this section. The model itself is

implemented in the numerical software framework DuMux [Flemisch et al., 2011, Koch

et al., 2020], which is an open-source simulator for flow and transport processes in

porous media. DuMux has its focus on multi-phase and multi-component flow systems

as well as on model coupling of potentially different physical domains. It is based on

DUNE [Bastian et al., 2008b,a, 2020], which provides easy access to changing grids,

linear algebra abstractions, solvers, and parallel computing. The system is using a cell-

centred finite volume approach with the two-point flux approximation for discretization

in space. The scheme is consistent for so-called K-orthogonal grids, which is always the

case in this study. An implicit backward Euler method is used as time discretization

for the batch and column scenarios presented in Chapters 5 and 6. All equations are

solved in a monolithic, fully-coupled and fully-implicit way.

Many reactive-transport models do not use a fully-implicit approach, but use so-called

operator-splitting methods to sequentially solve different parts of the equations. It is

beyond the scope of this thesis to provide an in-depth review of current reactive trans-

port modelling. However, e.g. Steefel et al. [2015] present a good review on the past and

current development of reactive transport modelling research topics and software frame-

works. More general discussions on the principles of reactive transport modelling are

explained e.g. in Kirkner and Reeves [1988] and Lichtner [1996]. Only for the numerical

investigation regarding decoupling processes, we briefly investigate operator-splitting

methods in the context of other discretization schemes. The differences between them

are explained below.

3.6.1 Fully implicit approach

The conservation equations for the model are solved using a fully-implicit method,

meaning we use a so-called global implicit approach (GIA) to solve e.g. mass transport

and chemistry in one step, with the help of Newton’s method as linearization technique

and the construction of a Jacobian matrix. For time discretization we are using an
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implicit backward Euler scheme. GIA is mass conservative and does not need any iter-

ative procedures, as all interactions are described by a single set of equations. A major

drawback of GIA is that all unknowns are approximated in a single step, creating large

coupled system that are computationally expensive to solve. Additionally, chemical

reactions typically introduce further non-linearities, which increase the degree of non-

linearity. Therefore, GIA is typically assumed to be less efficient than e.g. decoupled

schemes when modelling systems with multiple phases and components that are not

strongly interacting.

3.6.2 Operator splitting approaches

A computationally decoupled formulation is different from the previously described GIA

approach in the way the equations are set up and solved. For an operator splitting (OS)

approach, the system of equations is usually split into different parts. This can be a

transport part for all fluid phases and a reaction part for all phases. We can define an

operator notation for the transport and reaction part of a given set of components with

concentrations C used for simplicity as follows:

∂C(t)

∂t
= L(C(t)) +R(C(t)), (3.22)

with t ∈ [0, T ], C(0) = C0,

with L being the spatial operator representing the advection and diffusion part, and

R representing all chemical reactions from Equation (3.16). So far, Equation (3.22) is

representing the same component balance as Equation (3.16). The spatial and reaction

operator were introduced to split the calculation. Additionally, the transport part can

be split into a phase composition and phase transport part.

The simplest OS approach without iterations is the sequential non-iterative approach

(SNIA), which for one timestep consists of a transport step followed by a reaction step,

using the transported concentrations.
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First-order splitting

When considering Equation (3.22) with first-order splitting (also named Lie-Trotter

splitting), the transport problem is solved on the time subintervals [tn, tn+1], where

n = 0, 1, ...N − 1, t0 = 0 and tN = T . Now the algorithm is:

∂ct(t)

∂t
= L(ct(t)), with t ∈ [tn, tn+1] and ct(t

n) = cnt , (3.23)

where the initial condition is cnt = C0. With the solution of the transport part, the

reaction operator follows with:

∂cr(t)

∂t
= R(cr(t)), with t ∈ [tn, tn+1] and cr(t

n) = ct(t
n+1), (3.24)

and the approximate split solution at time t = tn+1 is then defined as cn+1
t = cr(t

n+1).

Strang splitting

Another SNIA approach is the Strang splitting after Strang [1968], which is reported

to be a second-order accurate splitting algorithm. It is performed by first solving a

half-step of the transport problem with the timestep ∆t/2 as:

∂c∗t (t)

∂t
= L(ct(t)), with t ∈ [tn, tn+1/2] and ct(t

n) = cnt , (3.25)

which is then followed by a full reaction step with ∆t:

∂cr(t)

∂t
= R(cr(t)), with t ∈ [tn, tn+1] and cr(t

n) = ct(t
n+1/2), (3.26)

and followed by another transport half-step with

∂ct(t)

∂t
= L(ct(t)), with t ∈ [tn+1/2, tn+1] and ct(t

n+1/2) = cr(t
n+1), (3.27)

where tn+1/2 = t + 0.5∆t and the approximate split solution at time t = tn+1 is then

defined as cn+1
t = ct(t

n+1).
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Sequential iterative approach

A common approach to reduce the splitting error introduced by the decoupling of

component transport and chemical reactions is the sequential iterative approach (SIA).

The two models for the operators as described in Equation (3.22) are iterated and

coupled via source/sink terms, updating each iterative cycle [Hundsdorfer and Verwer,

1995]. The iteration is performed until a convergence criterion is reached. However,

the iterative procedure is not unconditionally stable, due to the explicit coupling. This

can lead to convergence issues, which are commonly overcome or inhibited by small

splitting timesteps as described in Fahs et al. [2008]. While a study by Wang [2019]

showed that standard SIA is not applicable for a MECBM model, others [Carrayrou

et al., 2004] conclude that a standard SIA scheme should not be used for such systems,

as it can lead to convergence and stability issues while OS errors are not completely

removed. Therefore, Carrayrou et al. [2004] introduce new symmetric approaches for

SIA that show better convergence rates, which are not further investigated here.

3.6.3 Damköhler numbers and characteristic timescales

Modelling decoupled transport and reactions is prone to introduce OS errors, that are

attributed to the different spatial and temporal scales of the transport and the reaction

processes. For this study, the spatial discretization is chosen with a very high spatial

discretization of 80 cells over the height of the column for all investigations. Therefore,

only the temporal scales of transport and reaction are investigated in terms of OS error

in the following.

To describe the relation of chemical reactions versus transport, the Damköhler numbers

are introduced. First-order Damköhler numbers describe the relation of the reaction

rate to the advective mass-transport rate by:

Da =
reaction rate

mass-transport rate
. (3.28)

Depending on the nature of the system, advective or diffusive Damköhler numbers can

be calculated according to Bahr and Rubin [1987], that either depend on the char-

acteristic advective or diffusive timescales in relation to the reaction timescales. The
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resulting Damköhler numbers are always dependent on the definition of the correspond-

ing time and length scales. For this study, the characteristic length scale l can either be

assumed to be grid dependent and defined as the mesh size or as the distance covered

by component transport over one timestep: l = v∆t. Since we can not refine our mesh

any further, the latter approach is used. The characteristic advective timescale ta is

defined as

ta =
l

v
, (3.29)

where v is the velocity, which corresponds to the wetting-phase velocity for this case,

as most components are transported in the wetting phase.

Since Damköhler numbers are only investigated for the column scenario, which is as-

sumed to be primarily advection-driven, the diffusive timescale is not evaluated for

now. The characteristic reactions’ timescale tr is defined as

tr =
1

c̄κ
, (3.30)

with c̄κ as the effective rate of chemical reaction of species κ. With these, the Damköhler

number used for transport in this thesis is now defined after Eq. (3.28) as

Da =
ta
tr

=
lc̄κ

v
. (3.31)

Eq. (3.31) can now be used to evaluate if the reactions or the transport are dominating.

However, the exact determination of the Damköhler numbers is often not straightfor-

ward. For an application, as the column setup, the reactions are often time and space

dependent, which leads to different Damköhler numbers along the column. Addition-

ally, each component reaction might have its own Damköhler number which varies over

time. Many literature studies evaluate the maximum Damköhler number occurring

over the entire model region and all reactions [Carrayrou et al., 2004, Hron, 2015,

Steefel et al., 2015]. For this study, the Damköhler numbers are only investigated per

component as a post-processing step and could be implemented e.g. as a time-stepping

criterion for future work.
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Multiple experimental studies have been performed regarding the stimulation of coal-

to-methane conversion, the microbial community of coal-beds, as well as the effect

of different types and concentrations of added amendments [Barnhart et al., 2017,

Davis et al., 2018a,b]. These studies show that amendments are able to stimulate

coal-dependent methane production [Barnhart et al., 2017] and that different microbial

communities in coal-beds might have an influence on methane production, while coal

treatments for enhancing the coal’s bio-availability can also have an effect [Davis and

Gerlach, 2018]. The latest studies by Davis et al. [2018a,b] show that organic amend-

ments increase the biogenic conversion of coal to methane. However, the increase is not

proportional to the amendment concentrations [Davis et al., 2018a,b]. Adding small

amounts of amendments increases the rate of biogenic methane production while also

increasing to some extent the total amount of produced methane.

The experimental studies leading to this modelling thesis, were performed at Montana

State University in Bozeman, MT, USA. All experimental studies focus on the produc-

tion of methane from coal and amendments, and use the same coal and inoculum of

previously enriched Flowers-Goodale coal-bed microbial consortium [Barnhart et al.,

2016]. This ensures that an easy transfer of parameters and gained knowledge from

one study to another is possible.

4.1 Batch experiments

All batch experiments were set up in 26 ml Balch tubes and received either 1 g of

ground coal or glass beads and 10 mL total liquid volume. The inoculum consisted of

∗Chapter 4, and Section 4.1 are based on Sections 2. and 2.1 of Emmert, Class, Davis, and Gerlach
[2020a] and reprinted with permission from c○ 2020 Elsevier Inc..
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1 mL of a previously enriched Flowers-Goodale coal-bed microbial consortium [Barnhart

et al., 2016]. These inoculated systems possible amendment, as additional substrate,

was added on possibly three different times during the study. Amendment additions

occurred on Day 0, 76 and 117 for this study. The amendment, a Chlorella microalgae

species, was added in form of a 1 mL suspension resulting in a 0.1 g/L amendment

concentration in the Balch tubes. The Balch tubes were sealed, mixed regularly and

the gas was sampled approx. every 2 weeks. The experimental results of are given in

Davis et al. [2018a] and are used for comparison with the respective numerical results

in Chapter 5.

4.2 Column experiments†

The column studies are based on Davis et al. [2019] and the same ratio of coal to amend-

ment, as for the batch studies, was used. The inoculum again consisted of a previously

enriched Flowers-Goodale coal-bed microbial consortium [Barnhart et al., 2016]. Davis

et al. [2019] investigated methane production under continuous-flow conditions in four

column reactors. All columns were packed with coal initially and inoculated with mi-

crobial consortia prepared equivalently to the batch experimental studies by Davis et al.

[2018a] and numerical studies by Emmert et al. [2020a]. In the following, a ”+” stands

for amendment addition and a ”−” for no amendment addition at Day 0 or Day 61.

”Coal” indicates that the column was operated with coal as porous medium, where we

assume 0.5% of the carbon in the coal to be available for bioconversion to methane

[Emmert et al., 2020a]. Two reactors (Coal++ and Coal+− ) were amended initially

with algal biomass, while the other reactors remained unamended. Out of those two,

only Coal++ was amended again on Day 61. The reactors with amendment additions

on Day 0 produced methane continuously at a similar rate, regardless of whether they

were amended a second time or not. Two other reactors (Coal−+ and Coal−− ) did not

receive amendment on Day 0, but Coal−+ received an amendment addition on Day 61.

The unamended reactor (Coal−− ) never produced gas, while the reactor that was only

amended on Day 61 (Coal−+ ) showed delayed and little methane production over the

duration of the experiment. The latter two reactors will not be investigated in this

†Section 4.2 is based on Section 2.2 from Emmert, Davis, Gerlach, and Class [2020b], published
by CC BY 4.0 MDPI 2020..
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thesis as the available data are too sparse to improve the model in a meaningful way

at this point.

With these experimental results, and taking into account 13C gas analysis, Davis et al.

[2019] conclude that methane generation in the column is primarily from coal-to-gas

conversion with minimal contributions to gas production from amendment-to-gas con-

version. This leads to two primary hypotheses being investigated using the developed

numerical model.

• Hypothesis 1 states that not all amendment is transported into or through the

column but might have been trapped in the inlet region of the column during

the injection. This could lead to the second amendment addition effectively not

reaching the column at all, and thereby explaining the almost identical behaviour

of reactors Coal++ and Coal+− .

• Hypothesis 2 states that with flow and transport occurring in the column, mi-

crobial cells need to attach to the coal surface and grow. This process is slower

than in the batch experiments reported in Davis et al. [2018a] and Emmert et al.

[2020a].





5 Batch calibration and validation∗

The experimental results from Davis et al. [2018a] are compared against the numerical

model here, as already described in Section 4.1. Since we model a batch system, the

goal is to calibrate and validate the conceptual model (see Figure 2.1) and the reaction

system as explained in Section 2.2.3. The detailed equations and all their parameters

are given in Tables in Appendix A. Flow and transport are included in the equations

as described in Chapter 3, but are not needed for this setup.

5.1 Results

A numerical calibration of the reaction system is performed at first in Section 5.1.1.

The model with fitted reaction system is then put to a test and a validation is achieved

in Section 5.1.2. The results show that the calibration and validation of the model are

performed successfully by applying the fundamentals explained in Chapters 2 and 3.

5.1.1 Calibration

The calibration uses methane production data from two series of batch experiments

[Davis et al., 2018a,b]; other batch results serve as data for the subsequent valida-

tion of the calibrated model in Section 5.1.2. The amendment-dependent parameters

are calibrated from a setup with glass beads, formation water and three amendment

additions over time (red in Figure 5.1). Then, the coal-dependent parameters are cal-

ibrated independently of another setup with only coal and formation water (black in

Figure 5.1).

∗Chapter 5 is based on Sections 5, 6, and 7 from Emmert, Class, Davis, and Gerlach [2020a] and
reprinted with permission from c○ 2020 Elsevier Inc.
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Calibrated parameters are the yield coefficients of each microbial species, as well as

the growth rates of the microbes. When fitting the parameters, it is important to

understand that most parameters listed in Tables B.3, B.4, B.5, B.6 are either pre-

calculated using the yield reactions described in Section 2.4.1 or based on literature

values. Some parameters are chosen as being fixed, while others, e.g. the growth rates

of the microbes, with a higher uncertainty were included as variables in the calibration.

The parameters as well as their theoretical ranges are listed in Tables B.3, B.4, B.5,

B.6. The calibration itself is performed with the help of PEST (Model-Independent

Parameter Estimation and Uncertainty Analysis) [Doherty, 2015].

It is important to note that certain parameters are correlated. This issue is addressed

by strictly evaluating parameter values, and if a calibration result shows to be at the

maximum or minimum range of one parameter, we investigate this behaviour separately

and reevaluate the model fit again. With this approach we try to achieve a reasonable

model fit, as judged by a Mean Absolute Error (MAE), while being aware that the

correlations between the parameters might be addressed more thoroughly through im-

proved knowledge regarding the processes involved.

The metrics chosen here to assess the overall match of the simulation results to the

experimental data is the Mean Absolute Error. It is the average magnitude of the

errors when the absolute differences between the experimental and simulation results

are used and have equal weight. The advantage over the commonly used Root Mean

Square Error (RMSE) is that the interpretation of the MAE is straightforward, as it

describes the average error only and that it allows for varying test sample sizes, whereas

the RMSE varies with the variability within the distribution of error magnitudes, with

the square root of the number of errors, as well as the magnitude of the average-error

(MAE) [J. Willmott and Matsuura, 2005]. The calibration itself is performed using

both the RMSE and the MAE, as J. Willmott and Matsuura [2005], Chai and Draxler

[2014] state a combination of both metrics is beneficial to assess model performance.

The calibration results are compared to the experimental data in Figure 5.1. All other

model predictions are compared to the experimental results in Figures 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4.

ExpGB+++ marks the experimental results of a glass bead case (GB) with amendment

additions on day 0, 76 and 117, while e.g. DuMux coal−−− stands for a simulation

run that contains coal but does not receive amendments over time (−−−) at any of

the three possible addition times. In general, a ”+” indicates an amendment addition,

whereas a ”−” indicates no amendment addition at the three possible addition times.
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This naming scheme is adapted from Davis et al. [2018a], where also an overview of

amendment additions and samples is given in Figure 1 [Davis et al., 2018a].

Figure 5.1: Calibration of simulation model to glass beads and coal scenarios. The plots show
methane concentration of the experimental batch systems compared to the simu-
lation results (DuMux ) over time. It shows the two data-sets used for calibration:
One system with only coal and no amendment (coal−−−) added over time and the
other set with glass beads and three amendment additions (GB+++). Reprinted
with permission from Emmert et al. [2020a], c○ 2020 Elsevier Inc.

The calibration of the model to the experimental data yields a MAE of 0.0852 mol/m3

for the GB+++ case with a maximum methane concentration of 3.84 mol/m3 (see Fig-

ure 5.2). The coal−−− case shows a slightly lower MAE of 0.0696 mol/m3 with a maxi-

mum methane concentration of 3.01 mol/m3 (see Figure 5.3). Compared to the standard

deviations from the experiment of 0.125 mol/m3 for coal−−− and 0.0944 mol/m3 for

GB+++ the MAEs for both cases are considered low as they smaller than the corre-

sponding experimental standard deviations. These results also correspond to an aver-

aged relative error of 2.22 % or 2.31 % respectively for the calibration, when comparing

the MAE to the maximum methane concentration. Given such low errors, in compari-

son to the experimental standard deviations, we consider the calibration of the model

successful.
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5.1.2 Validation

Figure 5.2 shows the comparison for the glass beads with different amendment addition

strategies. The increase after the amendment additions is captured well, as the exper-

imental data as well as the simulation data coincide. However, the simulation appears

to underestimate the methane concentration towards the end of the experiments. The

MAE is slightly higher at 0.141 mol/m3 for the GB++− case, and 0.212 mol/m3 for

GB+−−, compared with an experimental standard deviation of 0.0868 mol/m3. Given

a total production of only 1.28 mol/m3 for GB+−−, an MAE of 0.212 mol/m3 is con-

sidered large and on the brink of being acceptable (16.58 % relative error), while the

standard deviation in the experiments was only 0.078 mol/m3.

These larger MAEs seem to be the result of an underprediction of methane production

in the simulations, which can be attributed to additional methane production in the

experiments associated with the inoculum addition. Small amounts of methane (up to

0.68 mol/m3) appear to be generated in GB−−− experiments as shown in Davis et al.

[2018a], Figure 2(b).; Davis et al. demonstrate that the inoculum itself potentially

adds small amounts of organic compounds in the form of soluble organics or biomass,

which can ultimately be converted into methane. For most scenarios, this additional

amount of methane is small but in the glass bead only or only one-time amended glass

bead systems (e.g. in GB+−−) it appears to have a large enough influence to decrease

the model fit resulting in fairly large MAEs. Regarding the GB++− case, it is evident

that the results match quite well visually. Here, the largest variation is seen in the

experimental data between day 125 and the end. Such fluctuations in the experimental

data are not captured by the model. The MAE is 0.141 mol/m3 with a total production

of 2.56 mol/m3, which yields a relative error of 5.51 %; again, there is slightly higher

methane production observed in the experiments than predicted by the model, possibly

due to the discussed introduction (carryover) of organic material with the inoculum as

discussed in Davis et al. [2018a].

Figure 5.3 shows the coal cases with late amendment additions. The MAE of the initial

coal fit is 0.0696 mol/m3 and remains small at only 0.125 mol/m3 and 0.161 mol/m3

respectively for the combined cases of coal and amendment treatments (coal−+− and

coal−++). Standard deviations of the experimental results are 0.149 mol/m3 for both

cases. Comparing these with the MAE as well as the relative averaged errors over time,

the results show very good agreement. Coal−+− has an error of 2.91 % for a maximum
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production of 4.29 mol/m3 and coal−++ of 2.89 % with 5.57 mol/m3 maximum pro-

duction. Given that the combined process (amendment-stimulated conversion of coal

to methane) was not used for calibration, the model reproduces the outcome of the

combined process very well.

Figure 5.4 shows the coal cases with initial amendment additions. Here, the mismatch

between the experimental results and the simulation is obvious and the MAE is signif-

icantly higher than in the previously shown results. This is mainly caused by an initial

underestimation and an overestimation of the methane concentration at early times

(between Day 0 and Day 50) in the simulation compared to the experimental results.

The coal+−− case still produces significant amounts of methane and matches the max-

imum production with 4.29 mol/m3 to the experimental results. However, the initial

deviation compared to the experiments leads to an overall MAE of 0.173 mol/m3 which

is still below the standard deviation of the experiments with 0.304 mol/m3. Neverthe-

less, coal++− and coal+++ show the conceptually expected increase of methane, while

the experimental results show some spreading. On Day 136, the experimental coal++−

system exhibits higher methane concentrations than the experimental system with an

additional amendment addition (coal+++). As in Figure 5.3, the increase in methane

production, after the 2nd and 3rd amendment addition is calculated by the model to

be faster than the experimental results indicate. Here, the combined process is slightly

overestimating the methane production. However, the overall output of the model is

still very close to the experiments. Even with the non-intuitive results after Day 136

discussed above, the model still has MAEs in the range of the averaged standard de-

viations of the experiments with an MAE of 0.315 mol/m3 compared to an averaged

standard deviation of 0.416 mol/m3 for coal++−, as well as 0.317 mol/m3 compared to

0.427 mol/m3 for the coal+++ case. The maximum observed methane productions are

4.29 mol/m3, 5.57 mol/m3 and 6.85 mol/m3 with relative errors of 4.03 %, 5.65 % and

4.63 % for coal+−−, coal++−, and coal+++ respectively.

Comparing the output of the model to the experimental data, the combined setups

(Figure 5.3 and 5.4) can serve as a validation case for our model. If the assumptions

regarding the food web hold true, both the individual and the combined test setups

should produce results which are within the range of the experimental error. This

behaviour is indeed observed for 8 out of 9 data sets, however a systematic difference

is observed for the setups with glass beads and amendment only. While the distinct

increases, and therefore the main features are captured, the predicted max. amount of
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Figure 5.2: Glass beads plus amendment comparison. The plot compares the calibrated model
against the experimental results for a system with glass beads and up to three
different amendment additions. Reprinted with permission from Emmert et al.
[2020a], c○ 2020 Elsevier Inc.

methane produced in all glass bead setups is lower than observed in the experiments (see

Figure 5.2). This behaviour can potentially be attributed to organic carbon available

for conversion to methane in the inoculum as shown in Davis et al. [2018a], Figure 2(b).

Therein, Davis et al. suggest: ”It is unlikely that all of this carbon was converted to

CH4 or IC [inorganic carbon], but it cannot be completely ruled out as a potential

carbon source for methane or IC production” [Davis et al., 2018a]. As discussed above

the effect of the inoculum as an additional process is not implemented. This was not

done here since inoculum was added to all treatments that produced methane and it

had not been clear at the time of model conception that methane production from the

inoculum was going to occur.

Incomplete mixing resulting in diffusion-controlled conversion of organics to methane as

a possible reason for this slow continued methane production is unlikely as the Balch

tubes were shaken regularly. With at least parts of the continued methane produc-

tion being clearly attributed to the inoculum [Davis et al., 2018a], implementation of

diffusion-limited processes into the model was not pursued here since it would have in-

troduced additional complexity into the model, which was not experimentally justified.
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Figure 5.3: Comparison between model and experiment: initially only coal with amendment
additions starting from Day 76. Reprinted with permission from Emmert et al.
[2020a], c○ 2020 Elsevier Inc.

The setups initially with coal only and amendment additions after Day 76 (Figure 5.3)

show very good agreement, with MAEs almost identical to the calibrated glass-beads fit.

The second and third increases due to amendment additions level out at the experimen-

tally observed methane concentrations; however the maximum methane concentration

is reached slightly earlier in the simulation compared to the experiments. This is not

too surprising since the processes are calibrated separately and are independent of each

other as long as enough substrate is available. The effect where different microbes

might compete for the same substrate is only observed when most of the amendment

or coal is already consumed, which in our cases is only the case towards the end of the

experiments.

The combined setups with coal and amendment additions starting at the beginning of

the experiments (Figure 5.4) show visible differences in the plot which are confirmed

by greater MAE values. While the MAE of coal+−− is in the range of the previous

MAEs of other predictions, MAEs for coal+++ and coal++− show to be the largest

over the entire data set. This can be attributed partially to the mismatches of the

initial increase in methane production during the first 60 days, but especially the large
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Figure 5.4: Comparison between model and experiment: coal and amendment additions start-
ing on Day 0. Reprinted with permission from Emmert et al. [2020a], c○ 2020 El-
sevier Inc.

MAEs of coal+++ and coal++− are due to the values after Day 120. A faster increase in

methane production is especially visible for the second and third amendment addition,

which is consistent with the results from Figure 5.3.

For the other two setups, the experimental standard deviations are already greater and

the values of the two different experimental setups almost coincide. These experimental

results are discussed in detail in Davis et al. [2018a] and the possible reasons can not

be addressed by a mathematical model of the type used here. However, the simulation

shows the expected behaviour of a third (coal+++), yet slightly smaller increase than

the first and second increase or no increase for no additional amendment addition

respectively (coal++− and coal+−−).

With these results, the model reflects well the behaviour of the experimental systems

and indicates that the general assumptions, the reaction kinetics, and the included mi-

crobiological pathways can be considered successfully validated. This strongly supports

the hypothesis of a coal and amendment utilizing part of the microbial community be-

ing stimulated by the amendment additions, which results in an increase in biomass and

an accelerated conversion of the bioavailable fraction of coal to products available to
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methanogenic archaea. As mentioned above, further work related to the possible effect

of adsorption for this experimental setup is recommended. In general, the results show

that the numerical model is capable of capturing the relevant processes for MECBM

production.

5.2 Discussion

As mentioned above, the hypothesis of substrate-specific microbes involved in MECBM

production is strongly supported by this calibration and validation study. The param-

eters for the two different processes were calibrated independently, and with the cali-

brated parameters the model is able to reproduce the combined results. In the absence

of tools allowing for monitoring of carbon flux from coal and amendment separately

through these coal converting consortia, a quantitative assessment and evaluation of

substrate-specific activities can only be achieved with mathematical/numerical tools.

The model assumes that 0.5 % of the coal is available for the microbes to be converted.

This assumption is taken from Barnhart et al. [2017] and was based on the coal energy

content before and after batch studies. Changing the fraction of bioavailable coal

to a value other than 0.5 % would have no basis in the literature and leads to an

overestimation of the methane production or when attempting to refit the model with

these values, exceeds the physically plausible ranges of the parameters in many cases.

Moreover, the question of the correct or representative coal-composition remains. As

mentioned in Section 2.4.1, the oxidation state of the coal from the PRB is calculated

to be around -1 when taking the coal values from the latest studies in Davis et al.

[2019]. Yet, when calculating the parameter’s ranges, we use Gibbs-free-energy calcu-

lations based on glucose. The microbes only convert a small easily bioavailable fraction

of the coal, while other parts of the coal are not converted. When assuming this, the

difference between the amendment and the coal is relevant. The amendment in the

experiments consists of algae [Davis et al., 2018a], which are also assumed to behave

like glucose for the Gibbs-free-energy calculations. Hence, the yields of biomass relative

to coal and amendment are equal, but the total amount and availability of the amend-

ment is assumed to be higher, as the structure and composition of the amendment is

already similar to microbial biomass. However, the two different substrates coal and
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amendment are similar according to the thermodynamic reaction kinetics, yet different

in the way the microbes are able to access and utilize them. Minor mismatches between

simulations and experimental batch results show room for improvement regarding the

conceptual model or the experiments including a need for uncertainty assessment as

well as for a sensitivity analyses of all parameters used in the model. Especially for

the glass bead cases, continuous methane production is observed in the experiment,

but not in the model. Even though this increases the MAE, we want to reiterate that

the overall fit is considered good with the model predictions remaining in the range of

the standard deviation of the experimental results. Acknowledging that experimental

results, even if they show a low standard deviation, still have underlying uncertainty

gives us further confidence in the model, as this uncertainty puts the modelling results

in the same range of deviation as the experimental results. Further studies could focus

on quantifying this uncertainty with the aim of understanding the processes involved.

However, adding more complexity to a model, without further detailed knowledge of

the processes involved would not improve our current understanding of MECBM pro-

duction.

This heavily parametrized model is able to produce plausible results because litera-

ture values and Gibbs free energy calculations according to McCarty [1972] provide

narrow ranges for each parameter. Without these ranges based on a-priori knowledge,

many parameters would be heavily correlated and the best fit could potentially result

in parameters that are out of their physically meaningful range. This shows that for a

system like the MECBM model, the set-up, and parameter values, have to be chosen

based on independent experimentation and well-founded calculations. Additionally, a

step-wise calibration and setup of the model, as proposed here, is advised.

The implementation of the model within the software framework DuMux [Koch et al.,

2020] allows for modelling flow, transport, and reactions. DuMux is able to solve flow,

transport and bio-geochemical reactions fully implicitly. Flow and transport capabil-

ities were not tested in this part of the study, only the reactions were calibrated and

validated. Therefore, it is required to include this validation of the conceptual approach

and the kinetics of the reactions in well-controlled flow experiments, such as the column

experiments of Davis et al. [2019], as it is done in Chapter 6.
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5.3 Conclusions

MECBM production on the field scale involves strong interactions of microbial activity

with flow and transport processes, thus featuring additional complexity introduced by

the bio-geochemical processes. This chapter demonstrates the need for a solid under-

standing of the basic metabolic pathways as they were implemented qualitatively in a

proposed food web and investigated quantitatively using a systematic comparison with

experimental results.

The hypothesis of amendment-stimulated growth of coal-degrading microbes is strongly

supported by this study. The model was calibrated using conceptually substrate specific

microbes, and the simulation results match the experimental data well. This chapter

lays a foundation for understanding the interaction between microbes, nutrients, and

the coal matrix. The coal bio-availability was estimated for this study according to

experimental data and proves to be sufficient for the numerical model. Many detailed

calculations and experimental investigations were necessary to set up a numerical model

capable of modelling this. Including complex ”machines” like microbes into mathemat-

ical models involves numerous parameters with influence on their behaviour, which are

hard or impossible to accurately estimate in their entirety [Scheibe and Yabusaki, 1998,

Zhao et al., 2011].

The model will be extended in the following chapters to continuous flow studies, which

involves additional interactions with flow and transport. Reactive transport can be

modelled and the model can be used to test hypotheses not easily tested using experi-

ments. This involves the basic assumptions of the coal’s bio-availability, the amendment

transport and possibly retardation. This mathematical and conceptual model shows the

importance of specific substrate utilization by microbes in the subsurface and provides

a tool for further investigations in the field of MECBM production.





6 Investigation of column studies∗

The numerical batch model from Chapter 5 with the fundamental processes of micro-

bial growth and the governing calibrated reactions can be extended to simulate column

and field-case studies. By focusing on the modelling of upflow column reactors and

comparing the simulation results against experimental data [Davis et al., 2019], this

chapter is taking the next step from Chapter 5. The goal is to improve insight into

relevant processes involved in MECBM on the column scale. Therefore, the numerical

model is set up with different scenarios to test various hypotheses. The scenarios in-

clude (i) using the batch reaction kinetics with flow and transport, (ii) using the same

model with changed boundary conditions to model inlet clogging, (iii) an extension of

the model to capture retardation of the particulate amendment added to the columns,

and (iv) cell attachment and detachment processes are investigated. Substantial work

has been done in the field of modelling filtration Jegatheesan and Vigneswaran [2005],

Rockhold et al. [2004], Molnar et al. [2015]; however most studies consider only a single

fluid phase with respect to filtration. Therefore, the filtration equations are only used

for the aqueous phase and its components. Also, the porous medium (coal) and biofilm

as well as possibly suspended microbial cells can interact and add additional complexity

to the model. This model can account for effects of additional decay or transport of

microbes through shear stress, induced by the flow in the porous medium. Attachment

and detachment of microbes or substrate is implemented as well.

As we will show, there are different mechanisms that can be implemented in the model

to account for experimental observations, and to best fit the experimental data, a com-

bination of these mechanisms is required. For example, we consider increased biofilm

inactivation and decay as well as the retardation of amendment in the porous column,

and we can show that in this case a combination of cell attachment and detachment

with amendment retardation produces the best results. With this chapter, we show

∗Chapter 6 is based on Emmert, Davis, Gerlach, and Class [2020b] and reprinted with permission
from CC BY 4.0 MDPI 2020.
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the clear advantage of the model in being able to measure methane production in to-

tal, while at the same time monitoring concentrations of substrates and intermediate

products in the column, which is not easily done in experiments.

6.1 Materials and methods

This section has its focus on the description of the numerical model and the relevant

processes involved in column-scale MECBM production. The conceptual model as well

as the reaction kinetics are defined in Chapter 5. For this chapter, we advance the

batch model to a fully-coupled reactive transport model. The components are trans-

ported with the fluid phases and converted by the reactions, which take place ”inside”

the biofilm. This biofilm is generally attached to the porous matrix and is able to grow

and to decay. All these processes occur on the pore scale; however, we treat them

in an averaged sense on the scale of a Representative Elementary Volume (REV), as

previously discussed in Hommel et al. [2018], and apply them using REV-scale parame-

ters and equations that describe the porous medium with its interactions between solid

matrix, biofilm, components and fluids. We do not model component transport or flow

inside the biofilm but rather keep the biofilms rigid on the porous matrix so that they

potentially interact with flow and transport. Porosity and permeability are updated

accordingly.

The general conservation equations and the filtration, retardation, attachment, and

detachment equations are explained in Chapter 3. In the following Section, the changes

made to the model different scenarios are recapitulated and explained shortly.

6.1.1 Numerical model

With our numerical setup, we can now model flow and transport through a lab-scale

column. The modelled column is a simplified abstraction of the experimental setup

from Davis et al. [2019] without inlet and outlet regions. It is 0.139 m in height,

has a diameter of 0.0525 m, and consists of an inflow boundary at the bottom and

an outflow (fixed pressure) at the top while lateral boundaries are Neumann no-flow.

We are using a fully coupled and fully implicit discretization in time and space, and
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everything is solved monolithically with the help of DuMux . In detail, we use a cell-

centered finite-volume scheme in space and the implicit Euler method is applied for

time. The resulting system is linearized using the Newton-Raphson method and solved

using BiCGStab [Van der Vorst, 1992]. The dune-foamgrid module Sander et al. [2017]

is used to generate a one-dimensional abstraction of the three-dimensional column for

modelling with 80 grid cells.

Depending on the modelling setup, the inflow boundary conditions are adapted over

time, resulting in four different modelling cases:

• Case 1: Homogeneously distributed biofilm with pulse-like amendment additions.

• Case 2: Homogeneously distributed biofilm with stretched-out amendment addi-

tions (inlet clogging).

• Case 3: Homogeneously distributed biofilm with amendment additions, filtration

and amendment retardation effects.

• Case 4: Injected microbial cells with amendment additions, filtration and amend-

ment retardation effects.

The different modelling cases with their respective parameters, added amendment

and/or biofilm, are also illustrated in Figure 6.1. A constant water injection repre-

senting the experimental flow rate of 0.005 mL/min (8.33× 10−11 m3/s) is applied for

all modelling cases at the inflow boundary. The amendment additions might occur on

Day 0 and Day 61. If there is only one amendment addition on Day 0, it is depicted

with the dashed lines that mostly are covered by the two amendment addition case

which is represented by solid lines. The biofilm addition for Case 4 only occurs once on

Day 0, while biofilm is assumed to be present homogeneously throughout the column

for all other Cases.
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(a) Setup and parameters for Case 1. (b) Setup and parameters for Case 2.

(c) Setup and parameters for Case 3. (d) Setup and parameters for Case 4.

Figure 6.1: Visualization of the model setup for the different cases and relevant the cor-
responding relevant parameters for all cases. The inclusion of retardation of
amendment, as well as attaching and detaching microbial cells, involves addi-
tional attachment and detachment parameters. All unchanged Parameters are
given in Table D.1. Reproduced with permission from Emmert et al. [2020b],
CC BY 4.0 MDPI 2020.
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With these cases, we investigate the different hypotheses introduced in Chapter 4.

Case 1 serves as a reference for what a well-established flow simulator coupled to the

batch-reaction system (with minor modifications in the biofilm distribution) computes

as a result. Case 2 builds on the post-experimental observation that the inlet region

of the column potentially was clogged with amendment or biofilm [Davis et al., 2019].

To translate this into the model, we assume that the amendment is not added as a

single pulse, but each amendment addition is stretched out over 61 days. This means

we inject the same total amount of amendment, but in small continuous portions over

61 or 121 days and assume no retardation inside column. Case 3 addresses the same

experimental observation as Case 2 with respect to the clogging in the inlet region;

however, in this case a filtration model is implemented for clogging or retardation of

the amendment inside the column. Case 4 is, computationally, the most challenging

case, as we now implement microbial cell attachment and detachment, while also using

the amendment filtration from Case 3. This introduces additional complexity to the

model, but we consider it to be the most realistic scenario since in the experiments the

inoculum was also injected. All other modelling parameters used are given in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1: Parameters for the simulation cases. Reproduced with permission from Emmert
et al. [2020b], CC BY 4.0 MDPI 2020.

Parameter Value Unit
Column length 0.139 [m]

Column diameter 0.0525 [m]
Porous medium porosity 0.48 [−]

Flow rate 0.005 [ml/min]
Decay rate coefficient 1 · 10−4 [d−1]

Amendment attachment coefficient Case 3 λAmattach,C3 2.52 · 104 [m−1]
Amendment detachment coefficient Case 3 λAmdetach,C3 1.12 · 10−4 [s−1]
Amendment attachment coefficient Case 4 λAmattach,C4 5.14 · 104 [m−1]
Amendment detachment coefficient Case 4 λAmdetach,C4 4.96 · 10−6 [s−1]

Cell attachment coefficient Case 4 λBioattach,C4 7.51 · 105 [m−1]
Cell detachment coefficient Case 4 λBiodetach,C4 1.11 · 10−8 [s−1]

6.1.2 Processes

This numerical study aims at reproducing experiments by Davis et al. [2019]; however,

the calibration of the model is not straightforward because the experimental data are
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not as abundant as in the batch studies performed previously by the same group [Davis

et al., 2018a]. Multiple processes occur simultaneously, hence the experimental evidence

does not always allow unique conclusions. With different simulation scenarios we use

the flexibility of the model to analyse the processes and to contribute to the discussion,

thus improving the understanding of the processes that occur.

Processes that might have an impact on the methane production include changes in the

reaction system due to the flow, amendment retardation in the sense of inlet clogging or

filtration and thereby retardation effects in the column, cell attachment and detachment

due to flow as well as combinations of all mentioned processes. The previous sections

describe very basic approaches to model these processes. We note that we intend to keep

the complexity of the processes as simple as possible, even though more sophisticated

and more parametrized approaches might be available in certain cases. Therefore,

when it comes to changes of the reaction system due to the flow, we assume that an

observed decrease in production rates, in comparison with batch systems, could be

modelled in different ways. One option would be to consider a reduced activity of

the biofilm. This can be achieved in the model by reducing the volume fractions of

initial biofilm, reducing growth rates or increasing decay rates. Another mechanism for

achieving reduced production rates could include incomplete mixing in the columns,

i.e. substrates are not available equally well as in the batch systems. In any case,

the coupled flow, transport, and reaction model inherently accounts for a reduction

of concentrations due to transport. Of course, one might, for example, furthermore

decrease reaction yields. We note here that we are well aware of the complexity that

our model has, and, given the limited amount of experimental data, we restrict ourselves

to including only those mechanisms which we think are most relevant. Eventually, we

try to model the changes in methane production mainly with biofilm properties, i.e.

detachment, decay due to shear stress or less active biofilm; and we assume thereby

that the same reactions as obtained from the batch systems now coupled to flow and

transport can represent the effect on the total methane production.

Biofilm modifications due to flow

In this study, different modelling setups with and without cell attachment or detach-

ment are investigated. Shear stress, induced by flow through the column, might have

an impact on the biofilm, as parts of the biofilm can detach and potentially decay.
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Additionally, biofilms might not grow as abundantly due to dilution of required com-

ponents. For modelling setups that do not account for cell attachment or detachment

(Cases 1, 2, and 3), the decay rate of biofilm is increased by an order of magnitude

from 10−4 d−1 to 10−3 d−1. This is assumed to account for some potential inactivation

or additional decay under flow conditions relative to batch experiments. This is per-

formed for these cases to better match the first 50 days of the numerical study to the

experimental results. Additionally, the active biofilm volume fraction initially present

along the entire column is reduced by up to an order of magnitude.

6.2 Results

We describe the four different cases introduced in Section 6.1.1 individually here. The

model is compared only to two experimental setups with an initial amendment addi-

tion. As previously described, the other experimental results showed minimal or no

methane production and are not included in the comparison study here.

The experimental data (see e.g. Figure 6.2a) show a relatively continuous increase in cu-

mulative methane production from the column starting from Day 25 or 30 and increases

to 0.0017 mol or 0.0015 mol for Exp Coal++ (blue dots) or Exp Coal+− (black dots).

Even though a second amendment addition was performed on Day 61 for Exp Coal++ ,

the experimental data do not show a substantial increase in methane production after

Day 61 compared to Exp Coal+− .

We evaluate the model until Day 200 for all modelling cases and assess the agreement

with the available experimental data. However, for the amendment retardation as well

as for the cell attachment and detachment cases, additional figures with up to 600 or

1050 days are provided. This is done, as not all amendment and coal is consumed at

the end of the 200-day study. Therefore, methane production from the column has not

stopped either, and we want to investigate the model response over the entire theoreti-

cal time of methane production. In addition to the methane production over time, the

substrate availability is plotted. Substrate availability means that the relative abun-

dance of the two main substrates (coal and amendment) is investigated for each study.

To facilitate the comparison, their local concentration or volume fraction at each point

in the column is summed over the entire column and plotted as percentage of what

is maximally available during the simulation. However, information on where in the

column the substrate is still available cannot be presented for this type of plot.
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The parameters used for simulations are given in Table 6.1. Where applicable, modifica-

tions to the biofilm decay rate and initial distribution are explained in Section 6.1.2. All

reaction kinetics and processes are from the validated batch model defined in Emmert

et al. [2020a].

6.2.1 Case 1: Homogeneously distributed biofilm, pulse-like

amendment

The first modelling case is using the batch kinetics with minor adjustments in the

biofilm decay rate and initial biofilm presence. The results of the cumulative methane

production at the top of the column are shown in Figure 6.2a. The blue curve shows

methane production for the DuMux Coal++ case as a result of the model. Methane

production is first detectable in the columns on Day 24 and a gradual increase can be

seen from Day 30 until approximately Day 80. After that, methane production levels

out at 0.0015 mol.

The black curve shows methane production for the DuMux Coal+− case and is identical

to the DuMux Coal++ case for the first 61 days. Since there is no second amendment

addition on Day 61, the methane production of DuMux Coal+− slows down after Day 61

and levels out after Day 100 at 0.0012 mol.

Figure 6.2b shows the two main substrates, coal and amendment, available in the col-

umn over time in a normalized way. The coal is given with the black curves for DuMux

Coal++ and DuMux Coal+− . The two setups coincide and their behaviour is very

similar for this case. We see an only slow conversion of coal for the first 30 days, after

that the microbial community has grown sufficiently to rapidly consume the coal. After

Day 55 the conversion of coal slows down, as less substrate is available for the biofilm,

before all coal has been consumed on Day 70.

Amendment on the other hand is injected for DuMux Coal++ on Day 0 and Day 61. The

peak amendment concentration occurs at the second amendment addition on Day 61

for this column. Therefore, when normalizing amendment concentrations, the initially

available amendment fraction is only at 81%. The added amendment is consumed and

transported slowly until Day 35. From then on, the amendment is also transported out

of the column unused. Therefore, the fraction of available amendment decreases faster

now. On Day 61, the second amendment addition occurred and the maximum amount

of amendment is present in the column. The decrease of amendment occurs as fast as
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Figure 6.2: Results of Case 1 with homogeneously distributed biofilm and pulse-like amend-
ment additions on Day 0 and Day 60. (a) shows methane production of the
column over time of the DuMux model compared to the experimental results.
Blue is the scenario with two amendment additions (Coal++ ), black with only
one addition (Coal+− ). (b) shows the corresponding substrate availability for
coal (black) and amendment (red). For the plot, substrate is summed over the
entire column and plotted as percentage of what is maximally available during the
simulation. Here DuMux Coal++ is depicted with a solid line and DuMux Coal+−

with a dashed line. Reproduced with permission from Emmert et al. [2020b],
CC BY 4.0 MDPI 2020.

from Day 50 to Day 61, which is mainly attributed to the conversion of newly added

amendment to intermediate products by the coal and amendment consuming bacteria

in the biofilm and partially to the remaining amendment and its intermediate products

from the first amendment additions. On Day 80, the second amendment addition starts

being washed out of the column, while the conversion of amendment to intermediate

products still occurs. This leads to a steeper slope of amendment availability, before

levelling out at approximately Day 90. All substrate (coal and amendment) is con-

sumed after Day 110.

When comparing Figure 6.2a and Figure 6.2b, it is visible that the initial increase in

methane production is primarily driven by the conversion of coal and amendment. With

the coal being consumed everywhere along the column and running out after Day 60,

we also see a less steep slope in the methane production in Figure 6.2a. Now, mostly

amendment is converted and the slope in the methane-production curve stays the same

before it levels out around Day 80.
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The overall match to the experimental results is reasonable for the first 75 days, as

the modelling curve and the experimental data coincide in Figure 6.2a. However, after

Day 75, a distinct difference between DuMux Coal++ and DuMux Coal+− is visible for

the modelling study, where the methane production of DuMux Coal+− levels out, while

the methane production of DuMux Coal++ increases further due to the second amend-

ment addition. This is in contrast to the experimental studies Coal++ and Coal+− , that

behave similar to one another. Also, the cessation of methane production predicted by

the model is not seen in the experiment. The cessation of methane production in the

model is explained with all available substrate being consumed. Without substrate for

the microbes, no further methane generation is possible in the model.

6.2.2 Case 2: Homogeneously distributed biofilm, continuous

amendment injection

The second modelling case is using the same setup as the first case, but now the amend-

ment is not injected as a pulse, but rather the injection is stretched out over 61 days.

This aims at imitating a clogging or localized retention of the amendment at the inlet,

that might have happened during the experiment [Davis et al., 2019]. The results of

the cumulative methane production are shown in Figure 6.3a. The blue curve shows

methane production for the DuMux Coal++ Case as a result of the model. The first

detectable methane production of the column is on Day 26 and a gradual increase can

be observed until approximately Day 80, after which methane production levels out at

0.0023 mol.

The black curve shows methane production for the DuMux Coal+− Case and is identi-

cal to the DuMux Coal++ Case for the first 61 days. As before, DuMux Coal+− ceases

production after 100 days at approx. 0.0014 mol.

Figure 6.3b shows the two main substrates (coal and amendment) available in the col-

umn over time in a normalized way. Coal is given with the black curves for DuMux

Coal++ and DuMux Coal+− . The two setups coincide and behave in the same way for

this case. The consumption of coal is almost identical to Case 1, as the initial coal and

biofilm distribution is the same.

Only the amendment injection is varied, which leads to minimal changes of the coal con-

sumption because parts of the bacteria can grow on coal and amendment. Amendment

is injected for the DuMux Coal++ Case on Day 0 and Day 61. We see a quasi-linear
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increase of methane for the first 54 days before more amendment is consumed and

washed out than is being injected. After this peak on Day 54, a large part of the

amendment is being washed out of the column, while at the same time being consumed

for the next 25 days. On Day 80, approximately 40% of the amendment is available

in the column, but since the microbes along the entire column have grown with the

continuous feeding, the newly added amendment does not reach the end of the column

anymore, but is being consumed in the influent region of the DuMux Coal++ column.

This combination of amendment injection and consumption in the column leads to the

slower decrease of available amendment until Day 121. On Day 121, the continuous

amendment addition stops and the remaining amendment is consumed within a short

time. On Day 150, no substrate (coal and amendment) is left in the column.

For the DuMux Coal+− study, amendment is only injected continuously from Day 0 to

Day 61. Therefore, the curves of DuMux Coal++ and DuMux Coal+− coincide for the

first 61 days. After this, the available amount of amendment for the DuMux Coal+−

study decreases rapidly for the same reasons given above. The microbial community

has grown and consumes the remaining amendment completely by Day 80.
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Figure 6.3: Results of Case 2 with homogeneously distributed biofilm and stretched out
amendment additions. (a) shows methane production of the columns over time of
the DuMux model compared to the experimental results. Blue is the scenario with
two amendment additions (Coal++ ), black with only one addition (Coal+− ). (b)
shows the corresponding substrate availability for coal (black) and amendment
(red). For the plot the substrate is summed over the entire column and plotted
as percentage of what is maximally available during the simulation. Here Coal++

is depicted with a solid line and Coal+− with a dashed line. Reproduced with
permission from Emmert et al. [2020b], CC BY 4.0 MDPI 2020.
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When comparing Figure 6.3a and Figure 6.3b next to each other, the initial increase

in methane production is primarily driven by the conversion of coal and amendment.

With the coal being consumed everywhere along the column and running out after

Day 60, we again see a less steep slope in the methane production in Figure 6.3a after

Day 60. Now, mostly amendment is converted and the slope of the methane-production

curve stays the same before it levels out.

A reasonable match to the experimental results is given for the first 60 days, as the

modelling curve and the experimental data coincide in Figure 6.3a. However, after

Day 60, both modelling studies show a larger methane increase than the experimental

results. DuMux Coal++ and DuMux Coal+− level out due to substrate depletion after

140 or 100 days respectively, whereas the experimental studies do not exhibit such a

behaviour.

6.2.3 Case 3: Homogeneously distributed biofilm, amendment

retardation

The third modelling case has the same homogeneous biofilm distribution along the

column as Cases 1 and 2, and uses a pulse-like amendment injection. In contrast to

Cases 1 and 2, it uses a filtration law to model amendment retardation and partitioning

as described in Eq. (3.18). The results of the cumulative methane production at the

top of the column are shown in Figure 6.4a and 6.4c to show all the modelling data.

The blue curve shows the predicted methane production for the DuMux Coal++ Case.

The first methane production at the end of the column is on Day 21 and a gradual

increase can be seen from Day 30 until approximately Day 60. After that, methane

production rates slow down temporarily until Day 470 (Figure 6.4c) due to the amend-

ment being released along the column in regions where no large portions of amendment

and coal consuming bacteria are present yet. With more amendment being released

further downstream the column, amendment and coal converting bacteria can grow and

produce more intermediate products, which in turn leads to a re-increase in methane

production. After Day 470 a final increase can be observed, before the methane pro-

duction levels out at 0.003 mol.

The black curve shows methane production for DuMux Coal+− and is identical to Du-

Mux Coal++ for the first 61 days. DuMux Coal+− shows a slower increase in methane

production from Day 61 until approximately Day 550. Most trapped amendment has
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Figure 6.4: Results of Case 3 with homogeneously distributed biofilm and filtration and re-
tardation effects of amendment. (a) shows methane production of the columns
over time of the DuMux model compared to the experimental results. Blue is
the scenario with two amendment additions, black with only one addition. (b)
shows the corresponding substrate availability for coal (black), amendment (red),
and trapped amendment (orange). For the plot the substrate is summed over the
entire column and plotted as percentage of what is maximally present during the
simulation. (c) and (d) show the same results as (a) and (b) until all substrate
is consumed after 1050 days. Reproduced with permission from Emmert et al.
[2020b], CC BY 4.0 MDPI 2020.

already been released from the first part of the column and the bacteria converting

both coal and amendment have not grown enough in the second part yet. Therefore,

most released amendment is transported further downstream, leads to new growth of

amendment and coal consuming bacteria and to the production of some intermediates

along the column. With the bacteria established in the second part of the column, the

further released amendment parts are now being mostly converted and the last stretch

of the methane production increases again to a total production of 0.002 mol.
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Figure 6.4b and 6.4d show the two main substrates (coal and amendment) available

in the column over time in a normalized way. Coal is given with the black curves for

DuMux Coal++ and DuMux Coal+− . The two setups coincide and behave in the same

way for this setup. The consumption of coal is now even faster than in Cases 1 and 2, as

the initial coal and biofilm distribution is the same, but amendment is added as pulse,

is trapped and then released continuously. This amendment retardation leads to a more

continuous release of amendment, which boosts the growth of microbes that convert

both amendment and coal. Therefore, the consumption of the bioavailable portion of

coal is completed 10 days earlier than in Cases 1 and 2.

Bioavailable amendment (red) is added for the DuMux Coal++ Case on Day 0 and

Day 61. With the amendment filtration processes described in Eq. (3.18), most amend-

ment is trapped in the first part of the column initially. We see that the trapped amend-

ment (orange) starts at almost 50%, while the active and bioavailable amendment is

at only 5% for the first 61 days. Both the trapped and the bioavailable amendment

decrease over the first 61 days, before the second amendment addition increases the

amendment levels to the highest level during this modelling scenario, (i.e. 100%) for

the trapped amendment, and 12% for the active amendment. The pulse-like addition

leads to more than 80% trapping of the amendment in a short time. This reduces the

porosity and the porosity reduction leads to a larger release of trapped amendment

as the velocities and shear forces increase. The amendment is now transported fur-

ther downstream to the next grid cells in the model and trapped there again. Due

to this trapping and release from one computational grid cell to the next, maximum

positive and negative peaks in the amendment availability curves occur here on Day 61.

The maximum amount of trapped amendment is present on Day 61 and continuously

releases bioavailable amendment until approximately Day 450, before it has all been

released back by Day 800. This in turn leads to a relatively constant bioavailable

amendment fraction in the column of up to 15% of what is maximally available in the

column following Day 61. This fraction decreases slowly over the next 400 days and

this bioavailable amendment is consumed by the microbes and vanishes completely af-

ter Day 800.

For the DuMux Coal+− study, amendment is only injected continuously from Day 0 to

Day 61. Therefore, the curves of DuMux Coal++ and DuMux Coal+− coincide for the

first 61 days, after which the available amount of amendment for the DuMux Coal+−

study continues to decrease slowly until Day 800. The trapped amendment starts to

decrease at a continuous rate until Day 600. From Day 600 until Day 1050, the amend-
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ment is released a little faster, as the biofilm grows, reduces porosity and thereby

increases detachment rates. Almost all trapped amendment is released after 1000 days.

A comparison of Figures 6.4c and 6.4d indicates that the increases in methane pro-

duction are directly correlated to the release of trapped amendment and subsequent

consumption of bioavailable amendment. Mostly, amendment is converted after all

coal is already consumed. The second amendment injection for DuMux Coal++ leads

to a larger methane production in Figure 6.4c compared to DuMux Coal+− , while

Figure 6.4d shows that the second amendment injection results in a faster release of

trapped amendment and in turn to a faster consumption of all available amendment in

total. This makes sense when we consider that with the additional substrate a larger

volume fraction along the column is occupied by microbes. Through the increased

growth of microbes, a self-enhancing effect can be observed that reduces the porosity,

increases the shear stress, which in turn releases more trapped amendment and ulti-

mately enhances the growth of microbes and methane production again.

The DuMux Coal+− Case seems to predict slightly higher methane production than

experimentally observed for the first 150 days, followed by a slightly lower methane

production after Day 150. Overall, the methane production curves match the experi-

mental results very well. Nevertheless, one has to be careful, as most of the methane

generation and production in the model is attributed to the amendment after Day 50,

which is not in line with the findings of Davis et al. [2019].

6.2.4 Case 4: Injected microbial cells, amendment retardation

The fourth modelling case does not assume any initial biofilm inside the column, but

uses a pulse injection of microbes followed by a pulse-like amendment addition. Cell at-

tachment and detachment are modelled using Eq.’s (3.18) and (3.21), while amendment

retardation is modelled using Eq.’s (3.18) and (3.20).

The results of the cumulative methane production in the column are shown in Fig-

ure 6.5a and 6.5c. The blue curve shows methane production for the DuMux Coal++

Case as a result of the model. The first methane production of the column is on Day 18

and a gradual increase can be seen from Day 21 until approximately Day 130. After

that, methane production rates decrease temporarily until Day 210 (Figure 6.5c). At

this time, we can observe a small kink in the curve which is related to a numerical issue.
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In order to understand this, one needs to keep in mind that the model can handle two

fluid phases as long as they can subsist. At this point in time, the gaseous phase at the

top of the column, where the pressure is the lowest, is at the brink of disappearance.

This is because not enough methane is coming from the column towards the outlet of

the column anymore. The model switches primary variables [Class et al., 2002] back

and forth, which leads to a discrete change in the calculation of fluxes out of the column.

Essentially, the effect of this phase change is observed in methane being held back in

the column for a short time, after which it is released like in a small pulse when the

gaseous phase can eventually subsist again at the boundary. After this time, a short

plateau with very limited methane production is observed from Day 210 until Day 250.

Then, after Day 250, methane production increases again before it gradually levels out

at a maximum production of 0.0019 mol on Day 550.

The black curve shows methane production for DuMux Coal+− and is identical to Du-

Mux Coal++ for the first 61 days. DuMux Coal+− also shows a slower methane produc-

tion increase from Day 61 until approximately Day 210 when the methane production

levels out at 0.0014 mol.

Figure 6.5b and 6.5d show the two main substrates (coal and amendment) available in

the column over time in a normalized way. Coal shown in black for DuMux Coal++ and

DuMux Coal+− . The two setups coincide and behave in the same way for this setup.

The available coal fraction decreases fast from 100% to 92% during the first 15 days,

before utilization slows down until Day 100 when 91% of the bioavailable coal fraction

are still present in the system. Coal is then consumed faster again and decreases to

60% by Day 300, before it is consumed even faster until it is depleted by Day 500.

The bioavailable amendment (red) is added on Day 0 and 61 for DuMux Coal++ and

starts at 2% for amendment on Day 0. The bioavailable amendment reaches a peak on

Day 25 at 4% before it decreases to 2% again by Day 61. With the second amendment

addition a short spike to 100% is observed, before the available amendment starts to

be transported along the column until Day 80. It then gradually decreases from 5%

until Day 200.

The trapped amendment (orange) for DuMux Coal++ decreases as well, but starts ini-

tially with 80% trapped amendment. A gradual decrease to 20% is observed before

the second amendment addition, and the maximum amount of trapped amendment on

Day 61. Trapped amendment is released gradually until approximately Day 300, after

which the remaining trapped part stays almost constant and decreases very slowly.
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Figure 6.5: Results of Case 4 considering injection and retardation of injected microbial cells
and amendment (a) shows methane production in the columns over time of the
DuMux model compared to the experimental results. Blue is the scenario with two
amendment additions, black with only one addition. (b) shows the corresponding
substrate availability for coal (black), amendment (red), and inactive trapped
amendment (orange). For the plot, the substrate is summed over the entire column
and plotted as percentage of what is maximally present during the simulation. (c)
and (d) show the same results as (a) and (b) and predict the behaviour of the
column systems out to 600 days. Reproduced with permission from Emmert et al.
[2020b], CC BY 4.0 MDPI 2020.

Amendment availability for DuMux Coal+− is the same as described before and de-

creases after Day 61. Bioavailable amendment vanishes almost completely after Day 200.

The trapped amendment for DuMux Coal+− deviates on Day 61 from what is described

for DuMux Coal++ . Here, the trapped amendment part is being released continuously

and therefore decreases until Day 200.

The overall match to the experimental results is given for DuMux Coal++ and DuMux

Coal+− as the curves match the experimental results for the first 150 days. The DuMux

Coal+− Case shows a lower methane production than the experiment after Day 150.
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For Case 3 the methane production curves of the model coincide with the experimental

data points. Coal consumption rates appear to be in line with the findings of Davis

et al. [2019].

6.3 Biofilm evolution along the column

In modelling Case 4, explained in Section 6.2.4, the microbial cells are injected at the

beginning of the simulation and can attach and detach along the column. Due to the

presence of coal and the injection of amendment, the bacterial groups grow and detach

further downstream. If coal or amendment are not present at a location in the column

the biofilm decays. Therefore, the consumption of coal and the presence of amendment

are essential for the bacteria. Archaea are dependent on the presence of the bacteria,

as the bacteria convert coal and amendment to intermediate products, which are con-

verted to methane by the archaea. Therefore, the archaea can only establish if bacteria

produce intermediate products upstream of the archaea or at the same location.

Since the biofilm is not present homogeneously along the column anymore and interme-

diate products can not necessarily be converted where they are produced, attachment

and detachment of microbial cells is essential for modelling Case 4. In the following

we will present a snapshot of the biofilm distribution combined with the bioavailable

fraction of coal on Day 185 and 365.

6.3.1 Biofilm evolution on Day 185

Figure 6.6 shows the distribution of bacteria and bioavailable fraction of coal on the

left and the distribution of archaea in the right plot (on the x-axis) on Day 185. The

inlet region is at the bottom y-axis, and the outlet on the top. In the left plot of

Figure 6.6, the bioavailable fraction of coal (black) is consumed completely for the first

30% column height. The volume fraction of coal-consuming bacteria (green) is higher

at the inlet region and decreases to almost 0 at 10% of the column height. From 15%

to 35% of the column the volume fraction of coal bacteria is greater again. Amendment

and coal bacteria (purple) show high volume fractions for the first 10% of the column,

before they decrease and are not present anymore in significant numbers starting at

approximately 20% of the column height.
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Amendment- plus coal-utilizing bacteria establish themselves quickly due to amendment

availability and consume most of the bioavailable coal out to approximately 10% of the

column height before coal-only-consuming bacteria can establish themselves. Hence,

a low volume fraction of coal bacteria is observed for this part of the column. With

the available amendment being consumed within the first 10% of the column, the

amendment- plus coal-consuming bacteria did not establish as well after that, and the

coal consuming bacteria volume fraction is able to increase from 15% to 35% of the

column height. The bioavailable coal is consumed where there are bacteria, which can

be seen at 35% of the column, where the increase in coal consuming bacteria coincides

with a decrease in a volume fraction of bioavailable coal.

The right plot of Figure 6.6 shows the three types of archaea along the column. They

all have their highest value at the inlet or within the first 5% of the column. As

previously explained, they depend on the bacteria and it is visible, that they are only

present where the bacteria are present, too. Methylotrophic archaea are assumed to

only feed from amendment in Emmert et al. [2020a], and therefore depend on the

amendment and coal consuming bacteria. A similar peak that is observed for the

amendment and coal consuming bacteria is also visible for the methylotrophic archaea.

The model predicts acetoclastic archaea to establish themselves further downstream

than most other archaeal groups, since they consume the acetate produced by the

coal-and amendment-consuming bacteria.

6.3.2 Biofilm evolution on Day 365

Figure 6.7 shows the distribution of bacteria and bioavailable fraction of coal on the

left and the distribution of archaea in the right plot on Day 365. The inlet region is at

the bottom of the y-axis, and the outlet on the top. In the left plot of Figure 6.7, the

bioavailable fraction of coal is predicted to be consumed completely in the first 70%

of the column. The volume fraction of coal bacteria in the first 30% of the column is

similar to what was described for Day 185 in Figure 6.6 and remains at approximately

the same level for the first 70% of the column. The model predicts the volume fraction

of amendment- plus coal-consuming bacteria to peak within the first 20% of the column

but to remain low for the remainder of the column.

The right plot of Figure 6.7 shows the three types of archaea along the column. They

all have their highest value within the first 10% of the column, and look similar to
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Figure 6.6: Distribution of microbial cells and bioavailable coal throughout the column (y-
axis) on Day 185 as predicted for Case 4. The left plot shows the volume fraction
of two types of bacteria and bioavailable coal, while the right plot shows the volume
fraction of three archaeal groups. Reproduced with permission from Emmert et al.
[2020b], CC BY 4.0 MDPI 2020.

the distributions predicted in Section 6.3.1 only with slightly lower values due to decay

and detachment. For acetoclastic archaea small increases in the volume fraction can

be observed between 40% and 75% of the column height with a number of smaller

peaks throughout the remainder of the column. These peaks are a physical process,

however it is numerically triggered. With attaching and detaching cells along the col-

umn, the numerical solver tolerance of 10−8 leads to minimal increases and decreases

of volume fractions along the column. With more acetate being produced and trans-

ported downstream, the previously very limited number of microbial cells grow rapidly.

We then observe a self-enhancing effect, as more biofilm is able to convert more of

the acetate that passes along. This is only obvious for the fast growing acetoclastic
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archaea in Figure 6.7, but also there are indeed smaller peaks for the hydrogenotrophic

and methylotrophic archaea (these are not visible in Figure 6.7). Hydrogenotrophic ar-

chaea exhibit a second increase in volume fraction between 30% and 55% of the column

height.

These increases in volume fraction of the archaea can be attributed to the bacterial

conversion of coal into intermediates (acetate and hydrogen), which support growth

of the archaea downstream of the bacteria. This indicates the importance of interac-

tions between the different microbial species and why the attachment and detachment

processes along the column are important.
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Figure 6.7: Distribution of microbial cells and bioavailable coal throughout the column on
Day 365 as predicted for Case 4. The left plot shows the volume fraction of
two types of bacteria and bioavailable coal, while the right plot shows the volume
fraction of three archaeal groups. Reproduced with permission from Emmert et al.
[2020b], CC BY 4.0 MDPI 2020.
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6.4 Discussion

The focus of this study was on combining a previously validated batch reaction model

Emmert et al. [2020a] with a well established flow and transport model Koch et al.

[2020], solving all equations fully implicitly and monolithically. We have strong con-

fidence in the reliability of the flow model since it has been validated repeatedly in

different benchmarking studies Class et al. [2009], Flemisch et al. [2011, 2018]. Some

studies indicate that biofilms might change their composition or behaviour under the

influence of flow and transport [Besemer et al., 2007, Rochex et al., 2008], while others

even report seasonal cycles [Lyautey et al., 2005]. Regarding biofilm in porous media,

Kim et al. [2010] mention that ”Darcy’s velocity influenced the superficial morphology

of biofilm and initial time of clogging, whereas substrate concentration affected the

biofilm density and the rate of clogging”. However, a study by Fang et al. [2017] re-

ports that there is no significant change in communities’ richness or diversity for river

beds with static or dynamic conditions. As we model processes in porous media taking

a step from a batch system to a flow-through column, we assume a difference in biofilm

behaviour for our systems due to either flow velocity or the different substrate concen-

trations due to transport of components as reported by Kim et al. [2010]. Therefore,

this study uses four different modelling cases to investigate various mechanisms in a

comparison between one another, and, as importantly, in a comparison between the

model and the available experimental data. It is an important detail to mention that

the experimental study provides hints on the conversion from coal and amendment

to intermediate products and to methane. Davis et al. [2019] found that most of the

measured methane production in the experiment can be attributed to the coal.

Therefore, special attention has to be given not only to the methane production, but

also to how the substrates (coal and amendment) are consumed along the column.

The first modelling case, as shown in Section 6.2.1 and Figure 6.2, is the first step

when moving from a batch system to a flow reactor. Other studies indicate that batch

kinetics can not be simply applied to flow studies in biofilm-affected systems without

consideration of decreases in reaction rates due to substrate gradients inside the pores,

diffusion limitations, and non-homogeneous flow conditions Grösbacher et al. [2018].

Therefore, the assumption of reducing the initially present biofilm volume fraction is

a crude, but effective treatment when one assumes that the biofilm activity decreases

due to substrate gradients and diffusion limitations in flow systems containing attached
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microorganisms when moving biofilms from a batch reactor to a flow reactor. At first

glance, the modelling results fit the methane production curves reasonably well, and

they show that at least for the initial 100 days a model with such assumptions could

theoretically produce a result that reflects the general behaviour of the experiment.

We argue, however, that this could build false confidence, as the methane production

clearly levels out in the model after 100 days, and the substrate consumption, with all

bioavailable coal being converted after 60 days, does not reflect the experimental data.

With the first case not representing the results adequately, we want to discuss in the

following Hypothesis 1 (see Sec. 4.2) that postulates a clogged inlet and, consequently,

retardation of the amendment. The modelling scenarios for Cases 2 and 3 are inves-

tigating this hypothesis. The second modelling case as shown in Section 6.2.2 and

Figure 6.3 is based on the observation by Davis et al. [2019] that a large amount of

amendment or biofilm accumulated in the inlet region of the column. This could lead

to a behaviour of amendment addition that is best described in the model by a con-

tinuous addition instead of the pulse-like fashion assumed for Case 1. In this scenario,

the methane-production data show a more continuous and larger increase for the first

150 days of the modelling study. Also, the substrate-consumption study shows a more

realistic outcome with slowly increasing and then decreasing amendment consumption.

However, all bioavailable coal is again predicted to be consumed within the first 75

days. So even though this hard-coded change of the inlet conditions seems to enhance

the model fit visually for the methane production, it still fails to match the observa-

tion of methane generation primarily from coal over the 200-day period as described in

Davis et al. [2019]. With these results, we do not consider Hypothesis 1 fully justified,

even though the changes in the model lead to a higher and more continuous methane

production than in Case 1.

The first two cases clearly consumed all bioavailable coal within the first 75 days, and

thereby do not fit the experimental results as described in Davis et al. [2019]. However,

it is interesting to see that with a few basic assumptions the overall trend of methane

production can be matched, even though major drawbacks regarding the substrates

(coal and amendment) remain.

Hence, the third modelling case implemented a new feature in form of a filtration or

retardation equation. It is shown in Section 6.2.3 and Figure 6.4, that this retention of

the amendment helps in establishing a continuous methane production over a period
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of up to 1000 days. The trapped amendment is not available to the microbes, and thus

represents a local storage or retardation. Therefore, only small portions of amendment

are available in the column at all times and the microbial community uses most of

the amendment, whereas without trapping, e.g. as in modelling Cases 1 and 2, the

amendment is partially washed out of the column. The trapping of amendment supports

continuous growth of the microbes along the column which in turn helps in converting

most of the added amendment to methane. With continuous release of amendment,

coal and amendment bacteria grow more continuously and convert coal and amendment.

Therefore, this modelling case produces the most cumulative methane as the microbes

are continuously fed by the amendment and the coal as long as it is available. All the

bioavailable coal along the column is consumed within approximately 50 days, which is

the shortest period for all modelling cases. However, with the already established and

active biofilm in the column, the model fails to match the observation by Davis et al.

[2019] of slow coal conversion until the end of the experimental study. This prediction

can be explained by the continuous feeding of the biofilm with amendment due to

repeated retardation and release of the amendment based on changes in shear stress

due to biofilm growth implemented with Eq. (3.20). The biofilm grows faster due to the

changed availability of the amendment and as a result consumes the coal faster. This is

derived from a comparison of coal consumptions from Figures 6.2b, 6.3b, and 6.4b. The

model predicts the coal to be consumed up to 10 days earlier for Case 3 in comparison

to Cases 1 and 2. Figure 6.4b additionally shows that amendment is mostly available

at a low concentration for the microbes, whereas peaks in amendment concentration

are visible for Cases 1 and 2. If at one point in the column, all bioavailable coal is

converted, but amendment is still being released, the amendment is being transported

downstream to support further biofilm growth. The implementation of Hypothesis 1

for Case 3 seems to approximate the results of the experimental study better than

Case 2. Regarding the modelling, it also introduces additional degrees of freedom,

as retardation of amendment can be adapted and fitted to the experimental results.

With these findings, Hypothesis 1 is still not fully confirmed, but the implementation of

amendment retardation yields a result that supports continuous growth of the microbial

community by constantly releasing small portions of amendment over a long period of

time. Namely, amendment is modelled to be present in the column for approximately

1000 days in Case 3, while it vanishes after approximately 150 days in Case 2. However,

this implementation of Hypothesis 1 is not in line with what Davis et al. [2019] observed

in the experiments, that primarily coal is converted. Thus, we have to conclude that
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we can not explain the results with Hypothesis 1 alone. Therefore, Hypothesis 2 needs

to be evaluated and discussed.

The fourth and last modelling case models the retardation and release of amendment

as in Case 3 and additionally implements a microbial cell injection combined with

cell attachment and detachment. This means, that the biofilm is not initially homo-

geneously distributed everywhere along the column anymore, but is now subject to

constant changes due to flow and transport. In other words, this investigates the com-

bination of Hypotheses 1 and 2. This model adds significantly more complexity, as cell

attachment and detachment are – among others – again dependent on the velocity, the

pressure gradient, and the porosity in the column. While the first 200 days of mod-

elling match the experimental data visually in Figure 6.5, a few remarkable changes

occur: Methane production at the end of the column occurs earlier than for all other

cases. Since we model the cells now as being injected, and, as soon as the cells attach,

assume a fully established biofilm, the volume fractions of biofilm in the influent region

of the column are larger than for the other cases. All other cases only had a relatively

small volume fraction of biofilm present in the beginning. If substrate arrives, biofilms

need to grow and establish their food network first, before they produce large amounts

of intermediates and end products. Therefore, the conversion of coal and amendment

starts right away and an initial increase in methane production (Figure 6.5a) as well

as a small but early decrease in coal availability can be observed (Figure 6.5d). After

this, the microbial cells gradually detach, transport downstream, and reattach to form

new biofilm. This leads to the continuous methane generation in the column, and the

continuous decrease in coal consumption.

For Case 4, DuMux Coal+− basically shows depletion of amendment around Day 300

and the subsequent continued methane generation can be attributed to the conversion

of coal by the enriched biomass while still consuming parts of the coal until Day 500.

Coal and amendment are the primary substrates, which are converted to intermediate

products by two types of bacteria. The intermediate products are then converted to

methane. What is observed here is that on the one hand, the bacteria are growing

along the column because coal is continuously available. The bacteria produce inter-

mediate products from the bioavailable coal and amendment, and these products are

then transported along the column. As soon as the available amendment vanishes,

the intermediate products are produced no longer in sufficient amounts. The archaea

are also establishing along the column and in the beginning find reasonable amounts
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of intermediate products as their substrate. With less intermediate products being

available along the column, the archaea slowly decay as their substrate becomes less

and less available. As soon as the archaea are not well established downstream of the

intermediates-producing bacteria anymore, the methane generation in the column de-

creases. This is explained in more detail in Appendix 6.3 and Figures 6.6 and 6.7. With

the bacteria still active, the coal is converted in the model, nevertheless.

Similar behaviour can be observed for DuMux Coal++ , except for a small patch of

archaea that manages to attach and grow downstream of intermediates-producing ar-

chaea. Due to this, the archaea can grow up again, detach and attach further down-

stream to produce additional methane from Day 250 on.

The resulting methane production as well as the substrate consumption are now in line

with the findings of Davis et al. [2019]. The results show that cell attachment and

biofilm detachment have significant effects on the model output. However, the model

output still does not match the experimental data in every detail. With this case, we

have shown that different processes interact in the model and while Hypothesis 1 alone

was not able to explain the experimental findings, the combination of Hypotheses 1

and 2 leads to a model result that captures the key elements of the experimental study.

This study provides a description of the possible processes without going into too much

detail and without putting a focus on the fitting of many parameters that do not have

experimental justification with the available data. Still, a basic approach of attachment

and detachment for microbial cells was implemented using Eq. (3.20) with a Rittman’s

exponent of ”0.58” which obviously would deserve fitting in a future joint numerical

and experimental study, where also the attachment and detachment processes related

to MECBM production should be addressed in detail.

Concluding this part of the discussion, we note that the presented attachment and de-

tachment equations and parameters should be handled with care. What we present is a

first step that shows the direction for future modelling and experimental investigations.

Finally, let us briefly comment on adsorption. It is known that small amounts of the

newly generated methane might adsorb to the coal and thus we should expect the

model to slightly overestimate the methane produced from the column. The model can

easily account for adsorption. Still, we refrained from doing so since we do not have

reliable data to quantify adsorbed methane under the pressure conditions we have in

the flow-through experiment.
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6.5 Conclusions

Processes related to microbially enhanced coal-bed methane are extremely complex

and strongly interacting. In this study, we introduce a numerical model that couples

a previously validated batch-reaction system fully implicitly to a well-established flow

and transport solver. This model was used to test various hypotheses on mechanisms

that affect MECBM production in flow-through columns.

Two hypotheses, see Chapter 4, were investigated by using four modelling cases im-

plementing different assumptions regarding possible mechanisms. Hypothesis 1 states

that not all amendment is transported into or through the column but might have been

trapped in the inlet region of the column during the injection. Hypothesis 2 states that

with flow and transport occurring in the column, microbial cells need to attach to the

coal surface and grow. The results show that batch kinetics coupled to flow and trans-

port in upflow column reactors might yield reasonable results for an initial time period;

but this approach fails to match the experimental data in the long and indicates that

further processes need to be considered in the coupling of MECBM reactions in flow

through porous media.

In one case, we implemented inlet clogging, in another one retardation of amendment

in the model. It is shown that methane production is prolonged and matches the

experimental methane production results better than in the first case. However, a

closer look at substrate consumption indicates drawbacks of this approach, mainly since

a homogeneous biofilm distribution yields coal and amendment consumptions that are

not in line with experimental findings from Davis et al. [2019]. Therefore, Hypothesis 1

alone is not sufficient to explain the presented results.

The last approach in this study uses attachment and detachment of microbial cells

and new biofilm growth combined with retardation effects for the amendment. In

essence, this one appears to be the most realistic of the four approaches evaluated

here. The methane production matches the experimental results well and substrate

consumption predictions are in line with experimental data from 13C labelled studies.

With this combination of Hypothesis 1 and Hypothesis 2, the experimental findings of

Davis et al. [2019] can be explained reasonably well, indicating that both amendment

retardation and microbial cell attachment and detachment are relevant. We refrain

from further ”tuning” of parameters for this study. A scientific value beyond merely
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an expected better match to the experimental data can only be achieved with another

joint experimental and numerical effort, which produces additional data.

To conclude further, we have shown that the numerical model can substantially aid in

testing hypotheses and providing a basis for discussions; for example, specifically for

this problem, the effects of attachment and detachment of cells as well as amendment

retardation are of importance. The model allows to analyse the complex interacting

processes in detail. The discussion has demonstrated that there are a number of in-

teresting effects which cannot be distinguished in sufficient detail in experiments, since

even simple column experiments on processes of this complexity have a black-box char-

acter. Therefore, we suggest that further modelling can consider these processes and

focus on the fine-tuning of the processes and parameters such as e.g. the Rittman’s

exponent, λκattach, and λκdetach. Of course, this should be accompanied by further experi-

mental evidence. The model, as it exists now, allows for the evaluation of the listed and

possibly other parameters which subsequently might become the focus of future experi-

mental work. We should note as well that not all the effects observed in the model need

to be necessarily a physically relevant phenomenon. We advise here some care and, in

particular, further work on cell attachment, biofilm detachment, cell re-attachment and

re-growth, as well as amendment retardation could improve knowledge and predictions

of MECBM production in unmineable coal beds. More sophisticated modelling ap-

proaches regarding filtration and attachment-detachment processes are available and

could be optimized to compare against new experimental column-scale results. Also,

the assumption that the biofilms are all fully active once the cells are attached can be

discussed in the future, since a lag-phase or something similar with low production in

the beginning is usually observed for biofilms.



7 Sensitivity analysis of column

studies

Many parameters are used when modelling MECBM production processes. To investi-

gate the importance of the different parameters and their uncertainty in modelling, a

sensitivity analysis (SA) is performed. SA, according to Saltelli et al. [2004], shows how

the variation in the output of a model is related to different sources of uncertainty or

variation in the inputs. It is accepted as a fundamental part of good modelling practice

in environmental modelling. With the help of a SA, (i) important modelling factors

can be prioritized, (ii) models can be validated, and (iii) factors that do not provide

large contributions can be fixed and thereby eliminated.

In this study, we use the software tool SALib [Herman and Usher, 2017] to set up and

evaluate the sensitivity of input parameters on the methane production output for col-

umn Cases 1, 3, and 4 from Chapter 6. The input parameters considered for this SA

are the microbial reaction kinetics (e.g. microbial growth rates or yields) and, where

applicable, the attachment and detachment factors for amendment and microbial cells.

A reduction of input parameters is performed, before starting the SA to decrease the

necessary amount of model runs. With this decreased set of parameters, more than

20 000 model runs are performed. For the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) ap-

proach that SALib uses, this amount of model runs is considered few. However, the

total CPU time was over 2.5 months and more runs did not seem feasible. Each mi-

crobial conversion process mentioned in Chapter 2 and displayed in Figure 2.1 is only

approximated by one factor that is varied with ±5 % during the SA. This results in

SA factors as e.g. FAcAm, that is a single-varied factor influencing the production of

acetate (Ac) from amendment (Am). It includes all yields and growth rates for this

process and scales them. In addition to the microbially dependent parameters, the

amendment deposition (filtration) and resuspension parameters (Cases 3 and 4), as
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well as the microbial attachment and detachment parameters (only Case 4) are var-

ied where applicable. The three different cases are investigated individually first, and

transformed into a sensitivity heatmap later. The heatmap allows an easy comparison

of parameter sensitivities for the different test cases.

7.1 Sensitivity analysis theory

This is a general introduction to sensitivity indices. For the sensitivity analysis, the

MECBM model with all its details is taken as black-box model with input factors that

can have an effect on the output. The effect of each factor, parameter or combinations of

parameters is evaluated in sensitivity indices. These indices can be evaluated in several

forms, and the focus of this study is on the first-order Sobol indices and total-order

Sobol indices [Sobol, 2001].

7.1.1 First-order Sobol indices

The so-called first-order Sobol indices measure the contribution to the output variance

by one model input alone. Therefore, a model Y , with factors Xi, in the form of

Y = f(X1, X2, ...Xk) shows a variance based first order effect Vi of:

Vi = VXi(EX∼i(Y |Xi)), (7.1)

with VXi and EXi as variance or mean taken over Xi, and VX∼i or EX∼i taken over all

factors but Xi.

A first-order Sobol index Si captures the ”main effect” of its parameter by

Si =
Vi

V (Y )
, (7.2)

with V (Y ) being the unconditional variance of Y , when all factors Xi are able to vary.

Si = 1 would imply that all variance of Y is only driven by Xi. The first-order Sobol

indices are assumed to be additive.
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7.1.2 Total-order Sobol indices

The total-order Sobol index ST i measures the contribution to the output variance caused

by a model input, including both its first-order effects (the input varying alone) and all

higher-order interactions with other factors [Herman and Usher, 2017]. It is calculated

as:

ST i =
EX∼i(VXi(Y |X∼i))

V (Y )
. (7.3)

However, the total-order indices are not necessarily additive anymore, due to their

higher order interactions with other parameters being account for in ST i, meaning that∑d
i=1 ST i ≥ 1. Since the MECBM model and its parameters are highly interacting, first-

order Sobol indices have shown to be lower than total-order Sobol indices. Herman and

Usher [2017] state that total-order Sobol indices should be used for evaluation if higher-

order interactions between the model inputs are present and first-order Sobol indices

are significantly lower than total-order Sobol indices. Therefore, only total-order Sobol

indices are discussed in the following.

7.2 Results of sensitivity analysis

The results for the individual sensitivity analysis of each test case is given in the fol-

lowing sections. The total-order Sobol indices are plotted over time for each factor that

is changed in the respective modelling case. A large total-order Sobol index, indicates

that the parameter has a large influence on the output of the model at that time, or

in other words: is potentially of importance with respect to the methane production.

A lower value indicates that the changes of the input parameter do not have a large

influence on the outcome of the model result. Note, that the results of this SA could

look different and lead to other Sobol indices, when analysed for other output data or

for a longer timespan.
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7.2.1 Sensitivity analysis results for Case 1

The SA for Case 1 of the column studies is an investigation where only the microbial

production yields and growth rates are varied as input parameters and the effect on

the output of methane production is analysed in Figure 7.1 over time.

Figure 7.1: Result of the sensitivity analysis results for Case 1, with only microbial factors var-
ied with ±5 %. The total-order Sobol indices for all varied parameters are shown
over 172 days. The Sobol indices and their confidence intervals are computed for
methane production output at the end of the column.

The eight different parameters are all part of the conceptual model process shown in

Figure 2.1 and enhance or decrease certain reactions in total. As shown in Figure 7.1,

total-order Sobol indices of FH2Am (red) and FCH4H2 (pink) increase to 0.21 and 0.77

for the first 27 days, while all other parameters do not show significant values. This is

expected, as the system does not produce significant amounts of methane for the first

20 days and thereby the overall small methane production seems to be dominated by

conversion of amendment to hydrogen via factor FH2Am and the subsequent conversion

of hydrogen to methane via factor FCH4H2.
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After Day 27, all other parameters show increased total-order Sobol indices, indicat-

ing that changes in the input of those parameters now also have an influence on the

model output. While FH2Am continues to increase to a Sobol index 0.99 until Day 41,

FCH4H2 decreases rapidly on Day 33 and then rises again with all other parameters

until Day 41. Most parameters range between 0.5 and 1.2 for the rest of the period,

with FAcCoal and FCH4Ac taking the largest Sobol indices, indicating that now also

the conversion from coal to acetate and acetate to methane is of importance. It is

interesting to see that FCH3Am and FCH4CH3 always stay below a Sobol index of

0.45, and thereby play a relatively minor role with respect to the total model output.

From Day 41 until Day 83, only small changes in Sobol indices are visible for most

parameters, whereas after Day 83 no significant changes occur any more. The apparent

peak of Sobol indices between Days 41 and 49 can be attributed to the way the model

output is generated. During this time, the maximum increase in methane production

was observed during the modelling studies. Since there is two initial substrates (coal

and amendment) and three archaeal ways of producing methane, all varied parameters

can lead to large changes in the model output during this period and clearly important

or unimportant parameter can be estimated as they all have influences. Additionally,

the sum of Sobol indices is well above 1, showing that higher-order interactions between

the parameters have a large influence on the model output.

7.2.2 Sensitivity analysis results for Case 3

The SA for Case 3 is a study, where in addition to the parameters regarding the

microbial reactions, filtration or retardation processes of amendment are modelled.

They are implemented using deposition and resuspension functions of amendment and

are, among physical parameters as e.g. pressure, dependent on either a deposition

and a resuspension parameter, which are now also added to the SA to be varied.

Therefore, not only the microbial production yields and growth rates from Case 1, but

also the effect of amendment retardation, has an influence on the output of the model

in Figure 7.2.

The initially important Sobol indices for this case are FCH4H2, FAcCoal and FCH4Ac,

with values of 0.42, 0.35 and 0.15 on Day 27. The increase of FAcCoal and FCH4Ac

is correlated and indicates the importance of the conversion from coal to acetate and
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Figure 7.2: Result of the sensitivity analysis results for Case 3, with variation in the micro-
bial factors and amendment deposition and resuspension factors (filtration like
behaviour), all varied with ±5 %. The total-order Sobol indices for all varied pa-
rameters are shown over 172 days. The Sobol indices and their confidence intervals
are computed for methane production output at the end of the column.

methane in the end. Apparently, FCH4H2 is a sensitive parameter in the beginning, as

hydrogen is produced in the initial stage through either coal (via FH2Coal) or amend-

ment (via FH2Am) and subsequently converted to substantial amounts of methane

as indicated by the large Sobol index of FCH4H2. The hydrogen producing factors

FH2Coal or FH2Am show a minimal increase on Day 27, but seem to not have a large

influence at that time.

With the initial stage finished after Day 27, the following days until Day 83 show a

different picture. Now FAcCoal seems to be dominating with constantly high Sobol

indices at around 0.75. FCH4Ac stays at a Sobol index of above 0.2 and is in line with

the high Sobol index of FAcCoal. The combination of those two parameters indicates

a large influence of the acetoclastic pathway for methane production with acetate pro-

duction from coal. The previously high Sobol index of FCH4H2 now decreases to values
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of 0.1 or below, indicating that the conversion of hydrogen to methane does not have

large effects on the model output any more at this stage.

The last stretch from Day 83 until the end of the 172-day study now exhibits one more

characteristic change. FAcCoal’s Sobol index decreases slowly to 0.12 at Day 172, while

FH2Am increases from below 0.1 on Day 83 to over 0.6 at Day 172. The Sobol indices of

all other parameters stay at relatively low values of around or below 0.1. This significant

change of values for FAcCoal and FH2Am can be explained with the shift of bacteria

from primarily converting coal to now converting amendment. FAcCoal shows to lose

importance with respect to the methane production after Day 83, which is explained

by most of the bioavailable coal along the column being consumed (see Figure 6.4b).

Therefore, varying FAcCoal as an input does not have a large effect at that time any

more. In contrast to this, amendment is now being trapped within the column for this

case. As it is constantly released in small portions, the amendment and coal consuming

bacteria now primarily consume the small portions of available amendment. With this,

the increase of the FH2Am Sobol indices is explained. Consequently, the Sobol indices

of amendment deposition and resuspension factors λAm
attach and λAm

detach each increase from

0.02 on Day 83 to approximately 0.06 on Day 172.

As an overall trend, the factors FAcCoal and FH2Am seem to dominate the system,

closely followed by FCH4Ac and FCH4H2 which are successors of the first two factors

and naturally depend on them. Interestingly, the amendment deposition and resuspen-

sion parameters show no large influence in the beginning and stay at a low level, but

increase in importance towards the end. This is in line with the findings from Chap-

ter 6 and indicates, that the system is dominated by the homogeneously distributed

biofilm along the column for the first approx. 80 to 100 days independent of amendment

retardation effects.
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7.2.3 Sensitivity analysis results for Case 4

The SA for Case 4 combines the previous studies and adds attachment and detach-

ment of microbial cells. Therefore, the parameters available for variation in the SA

are the microbial reactions, filtration or retardation processes of amendment as well

as attachment and detachment of microbial cells. The newly added attachment and

detachment functions for microbial cells are dependent on the physical setup and use

e.g. the local pressure gradient and porosity to determine the rate of attachment or

detachment. Additionally, to the physical parameters, each function also uses one at-

tachment or detachment parameter that can be varied in the SA. The influence of all

these parameters on the methane production over time is given in Figure 7.3.

Figure 7.3: Result of the sensitivity analysis results for Case 4, with microbial factors, amend-
ment deposition and retardation (filtration) factors, and microbial cell attachment
and detachment factors, all varied with ±5 %. The total-order Sobol indices for
all varied parameters are shown over 172 days. The Sobol indices and their con-
fidence intervals are computed for methane production output at the end of the
column.
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The initially important Sobol indices for Case 4 are FH2Am and FCH4H2, with values

of 0.62 and 0.24 on Day 27. The increase of FH2Am and FCH4H2 is correlated and

indicates that initially most methane is produced from hydrogen, which in turn is

produced from added amendment. While most other parameters do not show any

significant Sobol indices on Day 27, λAm
attach and λAm

detach show a Sobol index of around

0.07, and FAcCoal of 0.03, all indicating that the output of the model is mainly governed

by FH2Am and FCH4H2 and only partially by the deposition and resuspension (λAm
attach

and λAm
detach) or the conversion of coal to acetate.

As already observed for the other test cases, Sobol indices of FH2Am decrease after

Day 27 to values below 0.25 after Day 49. In contrast to this, the Sobol indices of

FCH4H2 continuously increase until Day 61 to a value above 0.77. With such a high

value in relation to the lower values of all other parameters, FCH4H2 is dominating

the system’s response during that time. This trend is partially reversed from Day 61

until Day 98 for FCH4H2 and FH2Am again. The two parameters increase or decrease

to almost the same Sobol index of approx. 0.45. Also, the deposition and resuspension

parameters of amendment increase from Day 47 until Day 98 to Sobol indices of 0.18

for λAm
attach and 0.1 for λAm

detach. With gaining influence on the model output of λAm
attach and

λAm
detach, also FH2Am gains importance, since λAm

attach and λAm
detach significantly determine

how much amendment is available for conversion along the column. Therefore, when

λAm
attach and λAm

detach increase, FH2Am is able to convert more amendment to hydrogen

and thereby influences the methane production in the end.

The last stretch from Day 98 until the end of the 172-day study, FCH4H2’s Sobol

index increases again to 0.6, while FH2Am continuously decreases to 0.27 on Day 15.

FCH4H2 and FH2Am are theoretically directly correlated, as they are in the same chain

of conversion from amendment over hydrogen to methane. Therefore, it is reasonable

that they are both of importance, but interesting to see that they are in a way competing

for importance with respect to the model output measured in Sobol indices. The

previously mentioned parameters λAm
attach and λAm

detach decrease gradually to Sobol indices

of 0.08 and 0.05 on Day 172. All other parameters, except for FH2Coal, stay relatively

unimportant with Sobol indices below 0.01 over the entire study. FH2Coal shows a

slight increase towards the end of the study, but remains in a range that is close to 0.

This is similar to FAcCoal during the first 50 days. No clear derivation or interpretation

for those two parameters is performed at this stage, since the other parameters seem

to dominate the system.
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7.2.4 Sensitivity heatmap for Cases 1, 3, and 4

With a sensitivity heatmap it is intended to display similarities or differences in the

importance of each parameter for the different test cases. As described in the previous

sections, each parameter’s Sobol index might vary over time for each test case. The

individual Sobol indices of the parameters are now transformed and averaged over the

entire time period to a single value for each parameter. These values are then plotted

and colour-graded in Figure 7.4 with the three different investigated cases on the y-axis

and the varied parameters on the x-axis. The colour-grading is achieved by normalizing

the averaged total-order Sobol indices ST with the sum over all ST i in the following

way:

− log10(ST/
∑

i

ST,i)
−1. (7.4)

The form of Equation (7.4) yields a positive value for all normalized values that are

between 0 and theoretically 1. The higher the value, the more important is the cor-

responding parameter. The colour scale goes from light yellow (0 / unimportant) to

dark red (3.5 / important). Only values of parameters that are also varied in this setup

receive a coloured rectangle, so e.g. λκattach, which is the parameter for the deposition of

microbial cells in the column, is only a parameter for Case 4 and is thereby left blank

for Cases 1 and 3. Since the individual factors for each case are already discussed in

previous sections, the key findings are only recapitulated here. For more details and the

evolution of each parameter over time, please have look at the corresponding section.

Figure 7.4: Sensitivity heatmap, ranging from not very sensitive (light yellow) to very sensitive
(dark red) for three of the four column case studies. The parameters are each
varied with ±5% of their pre-calculated value and only plotted where applicable.
The colour grading is achieved by scaling the total-order Sobol indices.
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The sensitivities for each case study are dimensionless and can range from 0 to up to

3.5 in their transformed and scaled version, in this study. As the untransformed values

sum up to 1, each case study either has few very large (red) values and more lower

(light yellow) values, or not so many lower values and more mid-sized (orange) values

distributed over all parameters. Case 1, with only the reaction parameters allowed

varying, shows almost equal importance of all parameters with Sobol values between

1 and 1.4. Only FCH3Am and FCH4CH3, which have values of 0.65 and 0.71, are

an exception here, indicating that these parameters are unimportant in relation to

the others. For the remaining parameters it is observed, that FAcCoal, FCH4Ac, and

FCH4H2 are slightly more important.

A different picture is shown for Case 2, where for now in addition to the reaction param-

eters also deposition and resuspension of amendment are parameters. Here, FAcCoal

seems to dominate with a value of 2.99, closely followed by FH2Am and FCH4Ac with

1.4 and 1.18, respectively. As already explained in Section 7.2.2, the conversion of

primarily coal in the beginning and later the amendment leads to this result. FCH4H2

shows to be slightly more important with a value of 0.96, than the remaining parame-

ters that stay below 0.6 for this case.

The last case is the study where microbial cells are allowed to attach and detach along

the column with two new parameters λκattach and λκdetach. All previously mentioned pa-

rameters from amendment retardation and the reaction kinetics are varied, too. Case 4

now is dominated clearly by FCH4H2 and FH2Am with values of 3.5 and 1.9. This

indicates a clear favourable pathway in the food-web (Figure 2.1), following the hy-

drogenotrophic pathway for methanogenesis from the conversion of amendment, for

this case study. However, it has to be noted that for sake of computational, time

only 172 days are evaluated and other parameters could become more important after

that. With these two parameters taking such large values, the remaining parameters

naturally have lower values. The amendment attachment and resuspension parameters

λAm
attach and λAm

detach show values of 0.88 and 0.77, and are ranked third and fourth for this

case study.

This SA and the heatmap was performed to illustrate similarities or contrasts in sen-

sitivity for the different test cases. Only one clear similarity is obvious at first sight:

FCH3Am and FCH4CH3 show to be relatively unimportant with respect to the model

output for all cases. While no other set of parameters shows the same behaviour for

all cases, different combinations of parameters show to be of importance for each case
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study. We see e.g. for Case 4, that parameters FH2Am and FCH4H2 are linked, a sim-

ilar link can be observed for Case 3 with FAcCoal and FCH4Ac, and partially also with

FH2Am and FCH4H2, even though the link is not as strong there. Only for Case 1, an

almost uniform importance of all parameters is observed. All other cases show distinct

increases in certain parameters.

The evolution of λAm
attach and λAm

detach for Case 3 and Case 4 is interesting, too. λAm
attach and

λAm
detach were introduced for Case 3 and showed to be of minor importance there. This

can be attributed to the fact, that the biofilm is assumed to be distributed homoge-

neously along the column. Added amendment is transported, potentially filtered and

directly converted as soon as it is released again. Therefore, the model output is much

more dependent on the conversion of amendment (FH2Am) and not so much on the

deposition and resuspension. However, for Case 4, λAm
attach and λAm

detach show to be of more

importance. The difference here is that the microbial cells are now also injected and

transported. Therefore, the biofilm is not established homogeneously along the column

anymore, but microbial cells need to attach first before they can convert amendment

or coal. With this, the output of the model is also dependent on where amendment is

trapped and resuspended, as not all resuspended amendment necessarily passes by a

location with active biofilm. If the amendment deposition or resuspension is occurring

too fast or too slow, the corresponding biofilm potentially has not established along the

column yet, or decayed already.

Even though no clear pattern of parameters can be shown, the heatmap illustrates how

the interactions between the parameters can have an influence on the Sobol index of

each parameter. It is also interesting to see, that with changing physical processes

for each case study (amendment retardation in Case 3, cell attachment in Case 4),

the importance of the reaction parameters varies, while the corresponding physical

parameters, e.g. for deposition or attachment, stay of minor importance in most cases.

While this is also an effect of the limited simulation time, the effect of changing physical

processes can be seen clearly in the variation of the other parameters. So even if they

show lower total-order Sobol indices for a variation, they obviously influence the entire

model response. Therefore, when talking about important or unimportant parameters,

one has to keep in mind, that ”unimportant” in the light of this SA only means that

the variation of this parameter in its specified range does not have a large effect on the

methane production i.e. the model output.
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7.3 Discussion and conclusion of sensitivity analysis

With the data of the SA described, explained and briefly discussed in Sections 7.2.1,

7.2.2, and 7.2.3, this section has its focus on the main conclusion that can be drawn from

this SA. It was performed to identify and potentially prioritize important modelling

factors to validate the model and to provide a basis for potential future parameter

fixing. While the last point is not investigated any further for this thesis, the other

two aims were achieved. Important factors for each test case were identified, and

with varying test cases, the parameters showed to behave differently when compared

between another. The results are in line with the experimental and numerical results

from Chapter 6, as different microbial pathways are supported with different physical

settings.

An interesting observation for Case 1 is, that when only the microbial reactions were

varied, most parameters were of almost equal importance. This is in contrast, to the

other two test cases, where two parameters showed to be dominating the models out-

put, while the remaining parameters only had minimal or almost no influence. Box

and Meyer [1986] state that when performing a statistical analysis and determining

important or unimportant parameters, the unimportance of certain parameters is nec-

essary for optimization. As only with factor sparsity, meaning that most parameters

are unimportant and that not all can be relatively important, further optimization is

possible. While Box and Meyer [1986]’s statement holds true for Case 3 and Case 4,

it does not for Case 1. Wider parameter ranges for Case 1 could be a way to clearly

determine more important and less important parameters. However, this result also

indicates that the pre-calculated values from the batch scenarios and the design of the

model yield a result where all the microbial reaction pathways represent almost equal

possibilities to produce methane and therefore, no clearly dominating parameter can

be determined.

For Cases 3 and 4, the introduction of amendment deposition as well as microbial at-

tachment and detachment leads to systems that clearly show the importance of certain

parameters and the unimportance of others. For further studies, this knowledge could

be used to employ e.g. factor fixing as a method to remove unimportant parameters

from a future recalibration of the system. Additionally, a focus on the key inputs

and parameters is now possible and code optimization, by simplification of e.g. partial

reactions could be of interest in the future.
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In summary, this SA demonstrated the importance of various parameters within the

modelling setup. It was shown how the parameters interact and their influence on the

methane production in total is illustrated for each test case individually and also in

comparison with another by the heatmap. While each individual test case resolves

temporal changes of each parameter, the heatmap averages over the entire modelling

period. With changing the cases, and thereby changing the modelling basis, differences

in parameter sensitivities can be observed, which are in line with findings from previous

simulations. Therefore, a validation, meaning that the processes in the model behave as

expected to input variations, is achieved. However, no clear most-important parameter

for all different setups is identified. This is partially attributed to the three competing

methanogenic pathways of producing methane, but also to the limited time-frame of

the SA. However, when looking at the results of e.g. the substrate consumption in

Chapter 6, the sensitivity analysis confirms these results and matches well to the applied

assumptions.



8 Application of operator splitting to

column scenarios

When modelling flow and transport with many components and complex, interacting

reactions, a robust and efficient solution strategy is essential. The existing MECBM

model was set up as a fully implicit (global implicit) model that solves flow, transport

and reactions simultaneously, so far. Sequentially iterative or sequentially non-iterative

schemes are reported to be more efficient in some modelling cases [Steefel et al., 2015,

Carrayrou et al., 2004], while often only introducing small splitting errors. Therefore,

sequential non-iterative approaches are investigated as a first step towards a potentially

more efficient MECBM model solution strategy.

For this special test case, the fully (or global) implicit approach (GIA) is solved as

a reference test case with a high spatial resolution (80 cells over the height of the

column). We use the same spatial resolution for all OS methods, and consequently

compare against the reference solution using the same time steps and time-step sizes.

Historically, the GIA shows a potential limitation when modelling large systems with

many components and many grid cells as e.g. for a field scale simulation. There, the

Jacobian matrix needs to be computed, stored, and inverted, which results in massive

memory usage and CPU time when the system is solved. However, with evolving com-

puter technology, memory usage and CPU time are not as restricted anymore and the

GIA is also applied to larger systems [Helmig et al., 1997, Class et al., 2009, Steefel

et al., 2015].

Nevertheless, we investigate operator splitting approaches here to see if they can be a

valuable and efficient tool to enhance the solution strategy of MECBM models. Es-

pecially for future studies and investigations on the field-scale, this preliminary work

can be of interest. In general, OS methods have been investigated for many reac-

tive transport problems and applications [Lichtner, 1996, Steefel et al., 2015, Hron,
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2015]. Theoretically, the different parts of a reactive-transport system can be solved

separately, and thereby a speed-up is achieved. The hyperbolic transport equations are

solved first, and the reactions reduce to local ODEs at each node or grid cell, which the-

oretically is good for parallelization. However, no parallel computation is implemented

and presented in this thesis. Therefore, a computational speed-up is only achieved

by separating the non-linear reaction terms from the flow and transport term in the

context of this thesis.

8.1 Adaption of column test case

To investigate the behaviour of the MECBM model with applied OS techniques, only

Case 1 with the DuMux Coal+− setup from Chapter 6 is investigated for 115 days of sim-

ulation time. Case 1 can be adapted to match similar reactive-transport models listed

in literature rather easy, while all other cases would impose further challenges to the

OS schemes. A study by Wang [2019] already investigated decoupled solution schemes

for a MECBM model. One of the findings is, that phase transitions from two-phase to

single-phase flow or vice versa, increase computational demand and introduce further

error for OS methods compared to the GIA. Therefore, the column investigated for

this study, is constantly injected with an additional gas phase (vn = 1× 10−6 mol/m3),

keeping the two-phase flow regime more stable over the entire study. Since additional

errors from phase transitions would decrease the significance of the results, we take

these steps for now.

Wang [2019] also presents that an iterative OS scheme, which essentially refines the

SNIA approach by iterating the solution until some convergence limit ε is matched,

does not converge well and does not yield reasonable results due to microbial growth

rates. SIA methods are used for reaction systems that either define an equilibrium

state or implement a reversible kinetic. However, the Monod kinetics do not show this

reversible behaviour for the microbial growth, therefore, the growth of microbes is accu-

mulated during iterations. Consequently, no dynamic equilibrium can be found within

a reasonable time and the iteration step fails. Therefore, only non-iterative approaches

are investigated here further.
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8.2 Operator splitting schemes in DuMux

A short summary of the different OS approaches, explained in Section 3.6.2, alongside

details on the implementation in the numerical software framework DuMux is presented

in this section. We investigate two general splitting techniques, see Section 3.6.2: First

the so-called sequential non-iterative approach (SNIA), where a transport step is solved

and the solution of the transport step is then inserted as initial condition into the

reaction step. This simple scheme introduces a first-order splitting error of O(∆t).

The second scheme is the Strang sequential non-iterative approach (S-SNIA), where

transport is solved for a half-timestep, then the reactions are solved for a full timestep

and finally the second transport half-timestep is performed. The S-SNIA is reported to

gain computational efficiency with linear reactions, at the cost of an error with O(∆t2).

Hundsdorfer and Verwer [1995] propose to switch the order of transport and reactions,

as this might result in better convergence for some reactive-transport simulations. The

approach from Hundsdorfer and Verwer [1995] is investigated, but shows to produce

slightly larger errors while taking approx. the same CPU time for our investigations.

Therefore, the results are not further explained and shown.

The accuracy of the OS approach is assessed by comparing all concentration profiles

obtained with the OS method against the GIA results, which is assumed to give the

correct reference solution. The errors can be quantified after Steefel and MacQuarrie

[1996] either with the L2 norm or with the relative L2 norm. The L2 norm is defined

as:

||y||2 =

√√√√
Ny∑

i=1

y2i , (8.1)

with Ny as the number of data points and yi as the vector of concentration differences

between the reference solution and the corresponding OS method Cref − COSmethod.

Note, that the L2 norm has the units of molar concentration (mol/m3), which is not

further indicated throughout this work. The relative L2 norm scales the value of the L2

norm by the L2 norm of the reference with ||y||2/||Cref ||2. We use the relative L2 norm

for all further comparisons.

A study by Wang [2019] showed, that solving only the reactions and updating the

concentrations did not work as expected, due to the highly coupled and interacting

MECBM reaction system. Some reaction products (e.g. CH4, CO2, and H2) are prone
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to form a gas-phase and influence the local pressure and saturation and thereby the

local mole fractions of all components. During each reaction step, these components are

formed and influence the phase composition. If the phase composition is not updated

in a reaction step, the following transport step is prone to converge slowly, or as in

most cases, not at all. Additionally, some reactions might be influenced by the changed

phase composition. To solve this problem, each reaction step is now accompanied by a

phase-composition step, where the new composition of each phase with its resulting new

pressure and saturation is calculated. This can be done explicitly or implicitly using a

set of mass-balance equations that solve the reactions alongside the phase composition

in the same step. Due to convergence problems for larger timesteps, this might result

in a short series of reduced timestep sizes. The convergence issues occur with timestep

sizes larger than approx. 1000 s. Results of SNIA and S-SNIA for these larger timesteps

are shown nevertheless. However, the measured computational time might increase due

to the temporal reduction of timestep sizes. Error calculations for these cases are also

affected and are reduced, as reduced timestep sizes are assumed to better approximate

the reactions.

8.3 Results of operator splitting approach

The results for the OS approaches are always compared against a reference solution

that was obtained using the GIA approach with the same timesteps. Accuracy is mea-

sured using the relative L2-norm defined in Section 8.2 after Eq. (8.1). Corresponding

Damköhler numbers introduced in Eq. (3.31) are only assessed as a post-processing step

at the end of the study. Total CPU times for the different approaches are compared in

Table 8.1 and are explained in detail in Section 8.3.1. The total CPU time is defined

as the entire time taken to set up the equations, solve them and write all output for

the 115 simulated days. In addition to the total CPU time, the CPU time per timestep

or OS-subprocess can be analysed. When not otherwise mentioned, the times always

include set-up of the equations, solving the system and writing output.

First time measurements show, that for the SNIA the transport and reaction step take

approx. the same CPU time. However, the explicit solve of the reaction ODE system

e.g. with a ∆t = 100 s takes only 0.0054 s, while the equation assembly, total calculation

of the new phase composition with all new variables takes 0.491 s. Solving the transport
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step, with the phase composition automatically included, implicitly takes 0.69 s. While

the exact times vary with different timestep-sizes as well as during the simulation, the

relation stays approx. the same. The relatively simple ODE solve of the reactions is

by up to two orders of magnitude faster, but calculating the phase-composition and

all secondary variables takes up almost as much time as the transport step. A similar

behaviour is observed for the S-SNIA, where the solve of the transport step is approx.

two times faster than for the SNIA, but has to be done twice with a timestep size

of ∆t/2.

Overall, these first measurements show that while a computational speed-up can be

observed for the individual sub-problems, the assembly of all equations, calculation of

secondary variables, and the phase state and composition takes up significant amounts

of computational time. This is due to the fact, that still all components are solved for

each phase. This could be reduced theoretically, if the reaction system would be reduced

and potentially only tracer components are used. Tracer components would only be

transported with the phase-velocity and do not couple back to the phase composition.

Additionally, these tracers could be solved explicitly again, which would increase speed-

up as shown in a study by Peter [2019].

8.3.1 Comparison of runtime and accuracy

The runtime and accuracy of the SNIA and S-SNIA approach are compared against

the GIA in this section. Table 8.1 compares the total runtime in seconds for the GIA,

SNIA, and S-SNIA for varied timestep sizes, while Table 8.2 relates the runtime of the

OS approaches to the corresponding runtime of the GIA approach, resulting in a ”ratio

of speed-up”. Table 8.2 also calculates the relative L2 error of the OS approach to the

reference solution (GIA).

As shown in Table 8.1, different timestep sizes were investigated for all models. Only

the results corresponding to the same timestep size are compared to ensure the exact

same behaviour of all different approaches and allow for a fair comparison. However,

not all OS approaches were able to run through with the defined timesteps. Especially

for timestep sizes larger than 1000 s the OS approaches failed to converge. To solve

this problem, the OS models are allowed to dynamically reduce the timestep size over a

short period to ensure convergence. Therefore, the interpretation of runtimes, as well as
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the error calculations are not as straightforward anymore for results with ∆t > 1000 s.

Runtimes are potentially overestimated, while errors might be underestimated for these

results.

A general and obvious finding from Table 8.1 is that setting a smaller timestep size

results in a larger total runtime. The SNIA is significantly faster than the GIA for

all timestep sizes smaller 1000 s, while the S-SNIA shows to be faster for all variations

performed in this study. The total runtimes of the GIA increase by a factor of almost

17 when comparing ∆t = 1000 s with ∆t = 50 s, while the SNIA and S-SNIA only show

an increase in runtime of approx. 10 or 12.

Table 8.1: Runtime comparison for three different operator splitting approaches in comparison
to the GIA (as reference) for ∆t ranging from 50 s to 6000 s.

Runtime [s]
∆t [s] GIA (ref) SNIA S-SNIA
50 2.23× 105 1.31× 105 1.31× 105

100 1.15× 105 6.68× 104 6.58× 104

200 5.89× 104 3.44× 104 3.28× 104

500 2.58× 104 1.44× 104 1.45× 104

1000 1.32× 104 7.77× 103 1.10× 104

2000 6.97× 103 7.03× 103 5.70× 103

4000 3.98× 103 6.72× 103 3.07× 103

6000 3.04× 103 5.15× 103 2.45× 103

We are now interested at the goodness of our reference solution by taking a look at

the GIA solution with the largest ∆t (12 000 s) to the GIA solution of the smallest ∆t

(50 s). They produce the same result with a relative L2 error smaller 1× 10−7. It is

therefore accepted as a reference for all other approaches.

All OS approaches with their relative L2 errors and the ratio of speed-up in comparison

to the GIA for the OS approaches are shown in Table 8.2.

For the SNIA, the runtime ratio is larger than 1 for all ∆t > 1000 s, while it reduces

significantly to approx. 0.6 or below for all other ∆t. Not only runtime is important,

but especially the relative L2 error is of interest for this study. Relative L2 errors reduce

from 2.24× 10−3 for ∆t = 6000 s to 3.02× 10−5 for ∆t = 50 s, which is as expected and

reported from other studies [Steefel et al., 2015, Hron, 2015, Carrayrou et al., 2004].

The S-SNIA has a runtime ratio of 0.81 for ∆t = 6000 s that decreases to below 0.6 for

all ∆t < 500 s. Regarding L2 errors, S-SNIA shows smaller or almost identical errors
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for all ∆t-variations as the SNIA approach. S-SNIA reduces the error from 2.09× 10−4

∆t = 6000 s to as low as 2.86× 10−5 for ∆t = 200 s. Further reduction of the timestep

size does not show a decrease of L2 error anymore for this study. An additional run

of the S-SNIA with ∆t = 5 s showed an estimated error of 1.34× 10−6. However,

the simulation was only run for the first 50 days of simulated time, while all other

simulations were run for 115 days of simulated time. Therefore, the relative L2 error is

not given in the table and is potentially underestimated.

Nevertheless, both OS approaches show an increase in runtime and an increase in

accuracy with reducing ∆t. The speed-up in comparison to the GIA approach is obvious

for all studies with ∆t < 1000 s, while the S-SNIA performs better in terms of accuracy

and speed-up for all but one case.

However, the real speed-up of interest is not when comparing against the runtimes of

the corresponding GIA runs (with reduced ∆t), but when comparing to the runtimes of

a GIA solution with e.g. ∆t = 6000 s. The major advantage of the GIA is the stability

of the approach and its low errors. It even converges well with a maximum (adaptive)

timestep size of ∆t = 12 000 s and takes only 2.04× 103 s of total CPU time, making

it faster and more accurate than all OS approaches, independent of the timestep size

”refinement”.

Table 8.2: Runtime comparison relative to GIA runtime and L2 error comparison for ∆t
ranging from 50 s to 6000 s.

∆t [s] tSNIA/tref ||Cref − CSNIA||2/||Cref ||2 tS−SNIA/tref ||Cref − CS−NIA||2/||Cref ||2
50 0.59 3.02× 10−5 0.59 2.89× 10−5

100 0.58 3.15× 10−5 0.57 2.88× 10−5

200 0.58 3.47× 10−5 0.56 2.86× 10−5

500 0.56 4.72× 10−5 0.56 3.76× 10−5

1000 0.59 7.23× 10−5 0.83 7.13× 10−5

2000 1.01 2.19× 10−4 0.82 1.42× 10−4

4000 1.69 1.39× 10−3 0.77 1.72× 10−4

6000 1.70 2.24× 10−3 0.81 2.09× 10−4
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Visualization of runtime and accuracy results A combination of the runtimes from

Table 8.1 and the relative L2 error from Table 8.2 is visualized in the log-log plots of

Figure 8.1. The top plot shows variations of the timestep sizes over the mass error

calculated using the relative L2 error defined after Eq. (8.1). The green dots represent

the results of the SNIA, while the orange triangles represent the results for the S-SNIA.

The same trends as previously described for Table 8.2 are observed. The S-SNIA

generally produces smaller errors than the SNIA for this study. With reduced ∆t both

approaches show smaller errors, but error reduction slows down with ∆t < 100 s. The

error of the SNIA seems to reduce with O(∆t) for ∆t > 100 s, which is as expected

from literature [Steefel et al., 2015, Hron, 2015, Carrayrou et al., 2004]. Only the error

of S-SNIA does not reduce as expected (O(∆t2)). Regarding ∆t from 2000 s to 6000 s,

the error stays approximately in the same order of magnitude for S-SNIA. This can be

attributed to the convergence problems of the S-SNIA and the resulting reduction of

timestep sizes. Since the timestep sizes were reduced to ensure convergence, the errors

are reduced, too. From timestep sizes of 200 s to 2000 s, the expected reduction of error

can be observed, but for all timesteps smaller than 200 s, no further reduction is visible

in the case of S-SNIA. If this already is the splitting error, or due to the interacting

reactions that build on each other, is not clear at this point. However, with sub-steps

for the reactions, the problem of interacting and depending reactions could potentially

be overcome and the error could be reduced even further.

When taking a look at the bottom plot of Figure 8.1, the timestep sizes are plotted

against the total CPU time needed to solve the problem. The reference times for

the GIA are plotted with blue squares, in addition to the SNIA and S-SNIA results

explained above. This plot visualizes the results of Table 8.1 and demonstrates that the

S-SNIA is generally the fastest approach for most investigated timestep sizes, closely

followed by the SNIA. Only for larger timestep sizes the previously mentioned reduction

of timestep sizes due to convergence problems leads to the shift in results. Interestingly,

the S-SNIA stays faster for ∆t ≥ 1000 s. However, a small jump can be seen for

∆t = 1000 s, indicating that the first convergence problems occur, which lead to an

increase of total CPU time. Even though the reduction of timestep sizes was necessary

for ∆t > 1000 s, the approach stays the fastest overall.
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Figure 8.1: Comparison plots of operator splitting techniques for relative L2 error and CPU
time over varying timestep sizes. The splitting techniques of SNIA (green dots)
and S-SNIA (orange triangles) are compared against the GIA (blue squares), which
serves as reference. A reduction of the timestep size generally leads to a reduction
of the relative L2 error and an increase in CPU time.

Evolution of errors over time and ”food-web”

Only total errors averaged over all mass balance equations were evaluated so far. How-

ever, each reaction and each component can have its own error and contributes to the

total errors analysed previously. With Figure 8.2, the aim is to show the evolution

of errors over time and over the different components of a reaction system as it was

explained in Chapter 2. Figure 8.2 shows the values of the reference solution (GIA)

plotted against the values of the SNIA solution for different ∆t evaluated at the mid-

dle of the column. The aim of this plot is to show where the different components or

reactants deviate from the reference solution. Since the errors are quite small, zoomed

regions are added to each plot. The introduced zoom is always for a time of 0.5 d and

is a 100x zoom of the original image. According to the reaction system explained in
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Figure 2.1, one microbial species of bacteria (coal consuming bacteria), archaea (aceto-

clastic archaea), one intermediate product (acetate), and one end product (methane)

is plotted. With this selection, one of the three main pathways through the reaction

system is evaluated and potential accumulation of errors can be estimated. The refer-

ence solution is depicted with a blue line, SNIA with ∆t = 1000 s with a purple dotted

line, SNIA with ∆t = 500 s with a green dash-dotted line, and SNIA with ∆t = 50 s

with an orange dashed line.

In the top left plot of Figure 8.2 the volume fraction of coal consuming bacteria (Coal-

Bac) is plotted over time. No visible deviations (without zoom) from the reference can

be observed, as this is only dependent on the available volume fraction of coal, that is

assumed to be immobile.

The top right plot of Figure 8.2 evaluates the mole fraction of acetate in the wetting

phase over time. The SNIA solution with ∆t = 1000 s is slightly overestimating acetate

mole fraction, especially towards Day 38, while ∆t = 500 s is slightly underestimating

the acetate mole fraction for the first 20 days and the peak on Day 38 is slightly un-

derestimated. SNIA with ∆t = 50 s coincides with the reference for most parts of the

plotted line.

The volume fraction of acetoclastic archaea (AcetoArch) are shown in the bottom left

plot. As acetoclastic archaea use acetate as their substrate, therefore, this result is

coupled to the previously discussed mole fraction of acetate. The difference between

the SNIA results is rarely visible and also the difference to the reference is small, but

increasing with time. The SNIA results are closer to the reference at the first zoomed

image, whereas they are further away at the second zoomed image.

The bottom right plot shows the mole fraction of methane evaluated over time. Espe-

cially during the first 60 days, a deviation from the reference is observed for all SNIA

approaches. For regions with large changes or gradients, the SNIA results deviate from

the reference, but the deviation is reduced with smaller ∆t in most cases. Only the

local minimum in methane mole fraction on Day 46 is underestimated by ∆t = 50 s,

while the other ∆t variations slightly overestimate the mole fraction.

Figure 8.2 shows that the different components in the system contribute with different

amounts to the total error previously discussed. A general trend is that the deviations

increase with longer runtime and in regions with strong gradients or large changes

in concentrations. Especially for the ”solid” species in the reaction system, as e.g.
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acetoclastic archaea, the error is accumulating over time as they can not move, but

only grow or decay depending on the substrate that is available to them. Therefore,

the error increases the further back they are with respect to the MECBM food-web

(Figure 2.1). For components that are transported through the system, as e.g. methane

or acetate, the error increases and decreases depending on the reaction rates at that

point in space and time. While reactants arrive, the error increases, but if all reactants

passed through this point, the error is reduced again.

Figure 8.2: Mole fraction and volume fraction comparison of SNIA ∆t variations against ref-
erence solution (blue). SNIA with ∆t = 50 s is shown with dashed orange line
and matches the reference best, while SNIA ∆t = 500 s (green dash-dotted line)
and SNIA ∆t = 1000 s (purple dotted line) deviate more from the reference for all
four depicted mole or volume fractions. Each plot has zoomed regions (100xzoom),
representing a timespan of 0.5 d to better visualize the differences.
Top left shows the volume fraction of the coal consuming bacteria and generally
the curves almost coincide. The mole fraction of acetate in water is shown on
the top right and the larger deviations are observed with larger ∆t. The bottom
left shows the volume fraction of acetoclastic archaea, which depends on the mole
fraction of acetate in water and the deviation increases over time for all SNIA ∆t
variations. The mole fraction of methane in water shows a distinct difference
especially for the first 60 days with all SNIA ∆t variations.
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8.3.2 Damköhler numbers for SNIA

A common indicator in estimating the timestep size for OS approaches with decoupled

reaction terms are Damköhler numbers. As already explained in Section 3.6.3, we

investigated the advective Damköhler number which relates the characteristic advective

timescales to the reaction timescales in the column.

Since the Damköhler numbers for the previously calculated variations vary over orders

of magnitude, only those with Da < 1 are shown here. Systems with ∆t ≥ 2000 s

showed to have Damköhler numbers in the range of Da = 10 or greater. Additionally,

those systems also showed convergence issues, which is likely caused by the decoupled

solution of the reaction problem. For the other timestep sizes, Damköhler numbers of

each reactant are shown in Figure 8.3. Only methane is excluded, as those Damköhler

numbers were always one order of magnitude below the others. Figure 8.3 shows the

different components on the x-axis with two bar-plots for each ∆t. The first bar-plot

with a light colour gives the Damköhler number for the first 20 days. At the same

location, a second bar-plot for the same ∆t indicates the maximum Damköhler number

from Day 20 to Day 115 with a more intense colour. This shows e.g. in the case of

Acetate with ∆t = 1000 s that the maximum Damköhler number in the initial period

(Day 0 to 20) is 0.087, while the Damköhler number for the remaining days is only

0.015. This behaviour is observed for all illustrated cases and the Damköhler numbers

in the initial 20 days are generally almost one order of magnitude larger than for the

remaining days of the study.

8.4 Discussion

The presented results show, as already indicated in the study of Wang [2019], that

OS methods for the highly interacting MECBM food-web yield mostly accurate results

within reasonable time-constraints for this simple study. Other studies e.g. by Lichtner

[1996], Xu et al. [1999], Saaltink et al. [2001], Cirpka and Helmig [1997] already compare

SNIA, SIA and GIA approaches and conclude, that for complex reaction systems the

GIA performs better than any OS method. Even though the GIA is more demanding

regarding computer requirements, it can perform better without introducing OS errors.

SIA are commonly used and accepted for relatively simple reaction problems, but even
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Figure 8.3: Damköhler numbers for different components as a result of the SNIA for four
different ∆t. One bar-plot with a light colour shows the maximum Damköhler
number during the first 20 days. At the same location, a second bar-plot for the
same ∆t indicates the maximum Damköhler number from Day 20 to Day 115 with
a more intense colour. Damköhler numbers generally decrease with reducing ∆t.

there Cirpka and Helmig [1997] as well as Hron [2015] show that the computational

times for an OS system, which combines slow and fast reaction kinetics is less efficient

than the GIA, due to the required small size of timesteps.

Especially for equilibrium reactions or for fast reactions as e.g. filtration or retardation

(which was not investigated for now), the OS approach struggles to match the exact

solution [Hron, 2015]. With respect to these findings from literature, the MECBM

model produces reasonable results, while running into the same problems as reported

in literature. However, the discussed speed-ups are considered to be of minor relevance,

as the presented results are a rather simple setup. For field-scale applications, OS

approaches could be necessary and faster than the GIA.

While decreasing ∆t generally leads to an increase in accuracy for the presented case

study, the computational time increases. This can be partially attributed to the way

the splitting is performed. The same amount of equations was used to model this
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study for both the transport and the reaction part, as the presented MECBM system

is highly interacting. However, no time or memory reduction regarding the equation

assembly is achieved with this method. As assembly of equations does take a large

amount of time, further computational speed-up could be achieved with a reduction

of modelled equations e.g. for the transport part of the equations. A reduction of

equations for the reaction does not seem reasonable, as all fluid components are part

of the reaction system. The transport of the remaining components in a two-phase

context could be achieved with implementation of so-called ”tracer” components for

the wetting phase, as presented in a study by Peter [2019] which is available in the

framework of DuMux. A reduced set of equations for the transport part has a large

potential for faster computation.

Regarding the Damköhler numbers presented here, they appear to be in ranges well

below one for ∆t ≤ 1000 s. Only for ∆t ≥ 2000 s, Damköhler numbers above one were

observed. As the reaction part is dominating for Damköhler numbers greater than one,

it is likely that the convergence problems for these timestep sizes are also caused by the

large influence of the reactions. Therefore, the reduction of timestep sizes, as reported

for ∆t ≥ 2000 s, also helps in lowering the Damköhler numbers. Only for comparison

reasons the timestep size was fixed for this study, but the correlation between poor

convergence and Damköhler numbers greater one, indicates that also for this model, the

advective Damköhler numbers presented here could be used to determine an adaptive

timestep size for future applications.

8.5 Conclusion

For lab-scale simulations, as performed so far, the GIA produces the most accurate and

also the fastest results. However, when envisioning field-scale applications for the model

in the future, OS approaches could be of importance, as the resulting Jacobian Matrix

for GIA could become too large to be solved efficiently. For field-scale applications,

more work on the grid dependence needs to be done. All of this is to be investigated

thoroughly for the MECBM model in a separate study.

We showed here, that splitting transport and reactions for the MECBM model is gen-

erally possible while some constraints and challenges remain. Future challenges will
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include handling of the phase-change, exact determination of the Damköhler numbers,

as well as determining a reasonable balance between accuracy and CPU time. All of

these can be investigated in a future study combined with multi-step reactions, more

complex column scenarios and further decoupling of transport with tracer-like compo-

nents.

Especially when working with multiple small steps for the reactions, the performance

in terms of accuracy could be improved as multiple small steps are likely to estimate

the reaction network better. However, Damköhler numbers need to be defined care-

fully then, to ensure good convergence of the solution at all times. More complex and

realistic scenarios, as presented in Case 4 of Chapter 6, are to be included in a future

OS study. Before this is performed, a separate investigation with tracer components is

potentially of interest. Such an investigation could show how to reduce computational

demand in the assembly of equations when modelling attaching and detaching micro-

bial cells. However, each of these processes is best investigated separately at first to

measure and determine the error contribution of each subprocess.

Last but not least, the correct splitting of sub-processes should be investigated further.

The presented MECBM model is highly interacting and connected, which does not allow

for an easy splitting along physical independent processes. Therefore, when investigat-

ing OS approaches introduction of an OS error is assumed to be always present. It

should be good practice to check if commutativity of advection, diffusion, and reaction,

as presented by Lanser and Verwer [1999] is actually given.
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9.1 Summary

This thesis focuses on the development, calibration and validation of a numerical model

capable of describing the biogeochemical reactions with flow and transport features in

the subsurface in the context of microbially enhanced coal-bed methane production.

As biogeochemical processes occur on many temporal and spatial scales, numerical

modelling is an efficient and instrumental tool to enhance understanding of complex

processes and interactions. However, not all processes with their complex interactions

and interdependencies can be approximated with the same level of detail, which is the

motivation for this work to develop a substantial conceptual model that parametrizes

the complex reality in subsurface reaction systems. This is performed in a step-wise

development of the numerical model, using extensive experimental investigations from

Davis et al. [2018a], Davis and Gerlach [2018], Davis et al. [2019]. All modelling schemes

have been implemented into the open-source simulator DuMux [Flemisch et al., 2011,

Koch et al., 2020], allowing for a comparison of the different methods within the same

software framework, which is continuously validated with benchmark studies [Class

et al., 2009, Flemisch et al., 2011, 2018].

Chapter 2 provides an overview of the fundamental biogeochemical processes and how

they can be described in a conceptual model. Each reaction is derived using Gibbs

free energy calculations and according to those the products and microbial growth are

calculated.

Chapter 3 outlines the fundamental quantities and processes of flow and transport in

porous media. Two-phase flow with multiple components and multiple biofilm species

is considered. This chapter also includes a short summary on filtration laws, attach-

ment, and detachment processes in porous media for microbial cells or particulate

matter as e.g. amendments. Additionally, the differences between the fully-implicit
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and fully-coupled approach (GIA) to solve the model and so-called operator splitting

(OS) methods are explained and introduced.

Chapter 4 recapitulates and summarizes the main findings of the external experimental

investigations this study is based on. Limitations and restrictions regarding the model,

as a result of the experimental results are explained therein.

The first numerical study using the conceptual and mathematical model which was

explained in the previous chapters, is presented in Chapter 5. The numerical model is

calibrated using only two out of nine datasets, with a substrate specific setup in mind.

By calibrating two sub-processes (coal and amendment consumption) independently,

and combining them afterwards, a cross-validation is achieved on top of the already

good calibration and validation using the nine datasets. The batch model is able to

effectively predict the results of the experimental studies within less than 10 % error,

and thereby mostly within the confidence intervals of the experimental study. With

this, the mathematical and conceptual model shows the importance of specific substrate

utilization by microbes in the subsurface and provides a tool for further investigations

in the field of MECBM production.

The logical next step is presented in Chapter 6, where the validated batch model is

extended to model flow and transport for upflow column reactors. The numerical model

is now used to test various hypotheses, which were derived from the experimental study.

These hypotheses are then compared between each other and to the experimental results

and show to give valuable insight into the processes involved in MECBM production. It

can be shown that microbial cell attachment and detachment are of importance, when

modelling MECBM production on the column scale with flow and transport features.

Filtration or retardation of the amendment seem to have a large influence on the results

of the numerical model. Additionally, first indications that the distribution of microbial

cells along the column could have an influence on the methane production are presented.

If a subsequent microorganism is not located downstream of its precursor that should

produce a substrate for him, they can decay and the conversion chain from coal or

amendment over intermediate products to methane is stopped.

Chapter 7 discusses three of the four case studies introduced in Chapter 6 in the light

of sensitivity of the input parameters with respect to methane output. The MECBM

model is a highly parametrized model, where a sensitivity analysis relates the different

parameters and their uncertainty in modelling to one another using Sobol indices. The
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three cases and their different parameters are analysed individually over time. Addi-

tionally, a heatmap comparing the total sensitivities of the parameters between the

different cases is created. From the heatmap, it can be observed which parameters are

or are not of importance in all cases and which gain or lose importance with changing

physical processes in the columns. It is interesting to observe, that with changing phys-

ical behaviour of the columns or introduction of new processes, the Sobol indices change

and the model output is dominated by other parameters. The findings of the sensitivity

analysis help in identifying relevant parameters for two of the three investigated cases

and show to support and further validate the findings of Chapter 6.

In the last part of this thesis, a numerical decoupling strategy is investigated by the

means of operator splitting. Two different operator-splitting approaches are investi-

gated for a MECBM column case, but all show to be not efficient enough and only

partially precise enough, when compared to the fully-implicit model for this simple

study. However, when moving to more complex scenarios or larger modelling systems,

the presented results can be used as a guideline to study OS approaches for MECBM

production. The main challenges for the OS approaches are related to the highly inter-

dependent processes involved in MECBM production, which do not allow for a feasible

decoupling of all flow, transport and reactions. However, a simple decoupling is ob-

tained and when comparing against the GIA with the same low timestep size, the OS

approaches show to be up to 40 % more efficient than the GIA. Further studies could

focus on keeping the main components and phases solved fully coupled, while only the

solution for tracer-like components, particles and reactions are decoupled. For the re-

action part, a multi-reaction-step approach, including multiple sub-reaction-steps per

global timestep, is advised.

Concluding, we have successfully developed, calibrated, and validated a numerical

model for microbially enhanced coal-bed methane production. The implemented food-

web was validated by the experimental and the modelling data; however, further con-

firmation by new experimental evidence would be good (see Section 9.2). The model is

extended to simulate column studies and investigate the role of retardation and filtra-

tion of particulate matter as well as attachment and detachment processes of microbial

cells. Amendment injections are prone to being retarded and the attachment and de-

tachment of microbial cells are essential to match the experimental results. A sensitivity

analysis is performed, which provides further insight into the results of the column study

and the importance of the respective modelling parameters. The numerical decoupling
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of the MECBM model shows to present reasonable results, yet the investigated sys-

tem is too small to allow for a significant computational gain in performance. Possible

extensions and recommendations for future studies are presented.

9.2 Outlook

This thesis focuses on the description and implementation of a numerical model that can

be applied to lab-study experiments. The capabilities of the model, embedded in the

advanced simulation framework DuMux, can be extended further to larger laboratory

studies or potentially even field-scale studies. However, there is much room for model

improvement along this path to a field-scale numerical model.

Conceptual and numerical model improvements As this model focuses mainly on

the conceptual model with calibration and validation of the basic processes, more work

on a better description of each of these processes can be done. Also, some simplifica-

tions and assumptions in the model have to be tested over and over again. Obviously,

the food-web and all metabolic pathways can be investigated further with more dedi-

cated experimental investigations on certain sub-processes.

More joint experimental and numerical investigations are also essential for future mod-

elling of cell attachment, biofilm detachment, and amendment retardation. These pro-

cesses deserve further investigation as we have shown their large effect on the modelling

results on the column scale. Adsorption should be studied for each type of coal, and

relevant adsorption isotherms are to be included in future models.

The field-scale has not been investigated by us so far and only crushed and therefore

homogenized coal was used in the presented numerical and experimental studies. How-

ever, with the field-scale application in mind, further modelling challenges are posed

by the structure of the coal. A real coal bed is known to be structured and usually

anisotropic with a much more challenging flow field. A study by Zhi et al. [2018] uses

a discrete fracture model to model CBM production at the field scale with natural

and hydraulic fractures. Such a model is already available in the software framework

DuMux [Gläser et al., 2019] and could be coupled to the MECBM model in the future.
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Numerical investigations Regarding the numerical framework, future studies should

focus on a process-dependent decoupling study, as the general decoupling strategy

seems to reach its limitations already for small problems. More work investigating each

sub-process and decoupling each sub-process is advised if OS approaches are studied

further for the MECBM model. With the individual splitting of each sub-process, a

contribution of speed-up and error can be estimated. With these estimates, a better

distinction of the different splitting steps can be discussed. Afterwards, the most fea-

sible splitting process, in terms of accuracy and speed-up, can be implemented and

applied to the MECBM model.

Other experimental MECBM studies This study has focused on a number of exper-

imental studies from the Powder River Basin (PRB) [Barnhart et al., 2017, Davis et al.,

2018a, Davis and Gerlach, 2018, Davis et al., 2018b, 2019]. This focus allowed for an

easy transfer of assumptions as the bioavailable fraction of coal, the type of amendment,

and the microbial community stay similar throughout the experiments. However, other

experimental investigations might need some adjustments in the numerical model, as

the reactions and kinetics are calibrated to data from the PRB. These further experi-

mental studies as presented by Beckmann et al. [2019] or Lupton et al. [2020] could be

used to adapt the model and test it on this new data. Obviously, new challenges would

occur when trying to transfer the different coal types, potentially different microorgan-

isms, and different amendments of these studies.

As most of the presented work focused on MECBM production in the USA so far, it

is important to mention, that MECBM production is a process investigated around

the world and could also be applied in Germany, as presented by Thielemann et al.

[2004] for abandoned coal-mines in the Ruhr area. Similar experimental studies and

potential further joint experimental and numerical studies could be performed in the

future. With such studies, the knowledge about MECBM-related biological and chem-

ical processes could be enhanced and the rising global energy demand could partially

be satisfied with microbially generated gas from otherwise unmineable coal-beds.





A Energetics and bacterial growth

Table A.1: Energetics and reactions system for bacteria using glucose. Reprinted with per-
mission from Emmert et al. [2020a], c○ 2020 Elsevier Inc.

∆G in
kJ/mol

Equation

-41.924
1

24
C6H12O6 +

1

4
H2O =

1

4
CO2 + 1H+ + 1e− (A.1)

Eq. 29 in
McCarty
[1972]

100.00
1

4
CO2 +

1

20
NH3 + 1H+ + 1e− =

1

20
C5H7O2N +

2

5
H2O (A.2)

Eq. 32 in
McCarty
[1972]

27.652
1

8
CO2 +

1

8
HCO−

3 + 1H+ + 1e− =
1

8
CH3COO− +

3

8
H2O (A.3)

Eq. 14 in
McCarty
[1972]

40.459 1H+ + 1e− =
1

2
H2 (A.4)

Eq. 28 in
McCarty
[1972]

37.510
1

6
CO2 + 1H+ + 1e− =

1

6
CH3COH +

1

6
H2O (A.5)

Eq. 26 in
McCarty
[1972]
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Table A.2: Energetics and reactions system for archaea using intermediates. Reprinted with
permission from Emmert et al. [2020a], c○ 2020 Elsevier Inc.

∆G in
kJ/mol

Equation

24.112
1

8
CO2 + 1H+ + 1e− =

1

8
CH4 +

1

4
H2O (A.6)

Eq. 12 in
McCarty
[1972]

100.00
1

4
CO2 +

1

20
NH3 + 1H+ + 1e− =

1

20
C5H7O2N +

2

5
H2O (A.7)

Eq. 32 in
McCarty
[1972]

-27.652
1

8
CH3COO− +

3

8
H2O =

1

8
CO2 +

1

8
HCO−

3 + 1H+ + 1e− (A.8)

Eq. 14 in
McCarty
[1972]

-40.459
1

2
H2 = 1H+ + 1e− (A.9)

Eq. 28 in
McCarty
[1972]

-37.510
1

6
CH3COH +

1

6
H2O =

1

6
CO2 + 1H+ + 1e− (A.10)

Eq. 26 in
McCarty
[1972]



B Parameter ranges, initial conditions

and sources

Table B.1: Initial biomass conditions and densities. Reprinted with permission from Emmert
et al. [2020a], c○ 2020 Elsevier Inc.

Parameter Value Source Brief Description
φcb,0 1 ∗ 10−5 [−] Estimated Initial volume fraction of coal

consuming bacteria
φab,0 1 ∗ 10−5 [−] Estimated Initial volume fraction of amend-

ment and coal consuming bacteria
φha,0 1 ∗ 10−6 [−] Estimated, approx.

one order of mag-
nitude lower than
bacteria

Initial volume fraction of
hydrogenotrophic archaea

φaa,0 1 ∗ 10−6 [−] Estimated, approx.
one order of mag-
nitude lower than
bacteria

Initial volume fraction of
acetoclastic archaea

φma,0 1 ∗ 10−6 [−] Estimated, approx.
one order of mag-
nitude lower than
bacteria

Initial volume fraction of
methylotrophic archaea

φCc,0 2.53·10−2 [−] Derived from experi-
mental concentration

Initial volume fraction of coal,
corresponding to 100 g/L

ρCc 1250 kg
m3 Average measure-

ment value [Davis
et al., 2019]

Density of coal

ρi 10 kg
m3 Estimated, see Hom-

mel et al. [2015]
Dry density of all microbes
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Table B.2: Initial component concentrations. Reprinted with permission from Emmert et al.
[2020a], c○ 2020 Elsevier Inc.

Parameter Value Source Brief Description
CAm,0 0.1 g/L Experimental value

[Davis et al., 2018a]
Initial concentration of amendment

CH2,0 0.0 g/L Experimental value
[Davis et al., 2018a]

Initial concentration of hydrogen

CAc,0 0.0 g/L Experimental value
[Davis et al., 2018a]

Initial concentration of acetate

CCH3,0 0.0 g/L Experimental value
[Davis et al., 2018a]

Initial concentration of methyl-groups

Table B.3: Microbial growth rates: The rates are named µPX,S after the microbe X they are
growing, their substrate (S) and where applicable the product P that is forming
corresponding to the respective growth. Reprinted with permission from Emmert
et al. [2020a], c○ 2020 Elsevier Inc.

Parameter Value Source Brief Description

µAc
cb,Cc 0.308 d−1 Estimated range:

0.05 - 0.5 d−1

Maximum specific growth rate constant

of coal consuming bacteria on coal pro-

ducing acetate

µH2
cb,Cc 0.308 d−1 Estimated range:

0.05 - 0.5 d−1

Maximum specific growth rate constant

of coal consuming bacteria on coal pro-

ducing hydrogen

µAc
ab,Cc 0.054 d−1 Estimated range:

0.05 - 0.5 d−1

Maximum specific growth rate constant

of amendment and coal consuming bac-

teria on coal producing acetate

µH2
ab,Cc 0.054 d−1 Estimated range:

0.05 - 0.5 d−1

Maximum specific growth rate constant

of amendment and coal consuming bac-

teria on coal producing hydrogen

µAc
ab,Am 0.771 d−1 Estimated range:

0.1 - 1.5 d−1

Maximum specific growth rate constant

of amendment and coal consuming bac-

teria on amendment producing acetate

Continued on next page
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Table B.3 – continued from previous page

Parameter Value Source Brief Description

µH2
ab,Am 0.771 d−1 Estimated range:

0.1 - 1.5 d−1

Maximum specific growth rate constant

of amendment and coal consuming bac-

teria on amendment producing hydro-

gen

µCH3
ab,Am 1.06 d−1 Estimated range:

0.1 - 1.5 d−1

Maximum specific growth rate constant

of amendment and coal consuming bac-

teria on amendment producing methyl-

groups

µha 0.253 d−1 Range [Archer

and Powell,

1985]: 0.05 -

4.07 d−1

Maximum specific growth rate constant

of hydrogenotrophic archaea

µaa 0.279 d−1 Range [Pan

et al., 2016,

Archer and

Powell, 1985]:

0.08 - 2.49 d−1

Maximum specific growth rate constant

of acetoclastic archaea

µma 1.06 d−1 Range [We-

lander, 2007]:

0.2 - 6 d−1

Maximum specific growth rate constant

of methylotrophic archaea
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Table B.4: Monod half saturations: The monod half saturations for every component that
is involved in a reaction. Reprinted with permission from Emmert et al. [2020a],
c○ 2020 Elsevier Inc.

Parameter Value Source Brief Description
KCc 0.52 g/L Estimated range:

0.1 - 2 g/L
Monod half saturation constant
for coal

KAm 1.17 g/L Estimated range:
0.1 - 5 g/L

Monod half saturation constant
for amendment

KH2 7.65·10−5 g/L Fitted, [Robinson
and Tiedje, 1984]
estimates: 10−5 g/L

Monod half saturation constant
for hydrogen

KAc 1.37·10−3 g/L Fitted, estimated
range: 1 · 10−3 -
0.24 g/L [Sørensen
and Ahring, 1993]

Monod half saturation constant
for acetate

KCH3 2.0 · 10−3 g/L Fixed, according to
Zhang et al. [2008]

Monod half saturation constant
for methyl-groups

kX 1 · 10−4d−1 Fixed, estimated to
approx. min growth
rate / 100

Decay coefficient of all microor-
ganisms

The respective yields for all the reactions for biomass or components are listed in

Table B.5 and B.6.
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Table B.5: Biomass yields: The yields Y P
X,S are named after the microbe that is growingX, the

substrate S and, where applicable, the product they are producing P . Reprinted
with permission from Emmert et al. [2020a], c○ 2020 Elsevier Inc.

Parameter Value Source Brief Description

Y Ac
cb,Cc 1.14 · 10−1 g Xcb

g Cc
Calculated range using

Eqs. A.1, A.3, A.2:

7.43 · 10−2− 2.23 · 10−1

Coal consuming bacteria

biomass yield on coal produc-

ing acetate

Y H2
cb,Cc 3.52 · 10−2 g Xcb

g Cc
Calculated range using

Eqs. A.1, A.4, A.2:

1.48 · 10−2− 3.52 · 10−2

Coal consuming bacteria

biomass yield on coal produc-

ing hydrogen

Y Ac
ab,Cc 1.14 ·10−1 g Xab

g Cc
Calculated range using

Eqs. A.1, A.3, A.2:

7.43 · 10−2− 2.23 · 10−1

Amendment and coal consum-

ing bacteria biomass yield on

coal producing acetate

Y H2
ab,Cc 3.52 ·10−2 g Xab

g Cc
Calculated range using

Eqs. A.1, A.4, A.2:

1.48 · 10−2− 3.52 · 10−2

Amendment and coal consum-

ing bacteria biomass yield on

coal producing hydrogen

Y Ac
ab,Am 1.13 ·10−1 g Xab

g Am
Calculated range using

Eqs. A.1, A.3, A.2:

7.43 · 10−2− 2.23 · 10−1

Amendment and coal consum-

ing bacteria biomass yield on

amendment producing acetate

Y H2
ab,Am 9.41 ·10−3 g Xab

g Am
Calculated range using

Eqs. A.1, A.4, A.2:

9.26 · 10−3− 2.78 · 10−2

Amendment and coal consum-

ing bacteria biomass yield on

amendment producing hydro-

gen

Y CH3
ab,Am 5.04 ·10−2 g Xab

g Am
Calculated range using

Eqs. A.1, A.5, A.2:

4.26 · 10−2− 7.89 · 10−2

Amendment and coal consum-

ing bacteria biomass yield on

amendment producing methyl

groups

Yaa,Ac 3.10 ·10−2 g Xaa
g Ac

Calculated range using

Eqs. A.6, A.8, A.7:

2.86 · 10−2− 5.36 · 10−2

Acetoclastic archaea biomass

yield on acetate

Yha,H2 1.22 ·10−1 g Xha
g H2

Calculated range using

Eqs. A.6, A.9, A.7:

1.22 · 10−1 − 1.83

Hydrogenotrophic archaea

biomass yield on hydrogen

Continued on next page
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Table B.5 – continued from previous page

Parameter Value Source Brief Description

Yma,CH3 1.74·10−1 g Xma
g CH3

Calculated range using

Eqs. A.6, A.10, A.7:

1.5 · 10−1 − 2.81 · 10−1

Methylotrophic archaea

biomass yield on methyl-

groups
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Table B.6: Component yields: The yields are named YP,S after their substrate S and products
P , where S and P are substituted for the respective components. Reprinted with
permission from Emmert et al. [2020a], c○ 2020 Elsevier Inc.

Parameter Value Source Brief Description

YAc,Cc 9.73 · 10−1 g Ac
g Cc

Calculated range using

Eqs. A.1, A.3, A.2:

6.31 · 10−2 − 1.18

Yield of acetate from coal

YH2,Cc 1.3 · 10−2 g H2

g Cc
Calculated range using

Eqs. A.1, A.4, A.2:

1.30 · 10−2− 1.95 · 10−1

Yield of hydrogen from coal

YAc,Am 9.79 · 10−1 g Ac
g Am

Calculated range using

Eqs. A.1, A.3, A.2:

6.31 · 10−1 − 1.18

Yield of acetate from amend-

ment

YH2,Am 1.94·10−01 g H2

g Am
Calculated range using

Eqs. A.1, A.4, A.2:

1.04 · 10−1− 1.95 · 10−1

Yield of hydrogen from

amendment

YCH3,Am 6.96·10−1 g CH3

g Am
Calculated range using

Eqs. A.1, A.5, A.2:

5.29 · 10−1− 9.91 · 10−1

Yield of methyl-groups from

amendment

YCH4,Ac 2.93·10−1 g CH4

g Ac
Calculated range using

Eqs. A.6, A.8, A.7:

2.07 · 10−1− 3.88 · 10−1

Yield of CH4 from acetate

YCH4,H2 2.89 g CH4

g H2
Calculated range using

Eqs. A.6, A.9, A.7:

1.26 · 10−1 − 2.98

Yield of CH4 from hydrogen

YCH4,CH3 3.3 · 10−1 g CH4

g CH3
Calculated range using

Eqs. A.6, A.10, A.7:

2.47 · 10−2− 4.63 · 10−1

Yield of CH4 from methyl-

groups

YCO2,Ac 8.05·10−1 g CO2

g Ac
Calculated range using

Eqs. A.6, A.8, A.7:

5.69 · 10−1 − 1.07

Yield of CO2 from acetate

Continued on next page
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Table B.6 – continued from previous page

Parameter Value Source Brief Description

YCO2,H2 4.46·10−1 g CO2

g H2
Calculated range using

Eqs. A.6, A.9, A.7:

1.88 · 10−1− 4.46 · 10−1

Yield of CO2 from hydrogen

YCO2,CH3 1.73·10−1 g CO2

g CH3
Calculated range using

Eqs. A.6, A.10, A.7:

1.29 · 10−1− 2.43 · 10−1

Yield of CO2 from methyl-

groups
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Table C.2: Relevant MECBM component reaction equations. Reprinted with permission from
Emmert et al. [2020a], c○ 2020 Elsevier Inc.

Component Source and sink term

Acetate qAc = rAc
cb,Cc ·

YAc,Cc

Y Ac
cb,Cc

+ rAc
ab,Cc ·

YAc,Cc

Y Ac
ab,Cc

+ rAc
ab,Am ·

YAc,Am

Y Ac
ab,Am

− raa
Yaa,Ac

Amendment qAm = −
(
rAc
ab,Am

Y Ac
ab,Am

+
r
H2
ab,Am

Y
H2
ab,Am

+
r
CH3
ab,Am

Y
CH3
ab,Am

)

CH4 qCH4 = raa · YCH4,Ac

Yaa,Ac
+ rha · YCH4,H2

Yha,H2
+ rma · YCH4,CH3

Yma,CH3

CO2 qCO2 = raa · YCO2,Ac

Yaa,Ac
+ rma · YCO2,CH3

Yma,CH3
− rha

Yha,CO2

Coal qCc = −
(
rAc
cb,Cc

Y Ac
cb,Cc

+
r
H2
cb,Cc

Y
H2
cb,Cc

+
rAc
ab,Cc

Y Ac
ab,Cc

+
r
H2
ab,Cc

Y
H2
ab,Cc

+
r
CH3
ab,Cc

Y
CH3
ab,Cc

)

Hydrogen qH2 = rH2
cb,Cc ·

YH2,Cc

Y
H2
cb,Cc

+ rH2
ab,Cc ·

YH2,Cc

Y
H2
ab,Cc

+ rH2
ab,Am ·

YH2,Am

Y
H2
ab,Am

− rha
Yha,H2

Methyl-groups qCH3 = rCH3
ab,Am ·

YCH3,Am

Y
CH3
ab,Am

− rma

Yma,CH3
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Table D.1: List of used initial conditions, numerical, and physical parameters used in all
simulations. Some parameters are given here again for completeness. Reaction
parameters are presented and explained in Emmert et al. [2020a]. Reproduced
with permission from Emmert et al. [2020b], CC BY 4.0 MDPI 2020.

Parameter Value

Newton MaxRelativeShift 1·10−8

Newton ResidualReduction 1·10−8

Newton MinSteps 2

Newton MaxSteps 18

Newton TargetSteps 10

Newton RetryTimeStepReductionFactor 0.5

Newton MaxTimeStepDivisions 10

Linear Solver Reduction 1·10−7

MaxTimeStepSize 21600 [s]

Column height 0.13858 [m]

Column diameter 0.0525 [m]

Grid Cells 80

Amendment (and Biofilm) injection period 240 [s]

Water injection (flow rate) 8.33·1011 [m3/s]

Decay rate coefficient Cases 1-3 1 · 10−3 [d−1]

Decay rate coefficient Case 4 1 · 10−4 [d−1]

Amendment attachment coefficient Case 3 λAmattach,C3 2.52 · 104 [m−1]

Amendment detachment coefficient Case 3 λAmdetach,C3 1.12 · 10−4 [s−1]

Amendment attachment coefficient Case 4 λAmattach,C4 5.14 · 104 [m−1]

Continued on next page
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Table D.1 – continued from previous page

Parameter Value

Amendment detachment coefficient Case 4 λAmdetach,C4 4.96 · 10−6 [s−1]

Cell attachment coefficient Case 4 λBioattach,C4 7.51 · 105 [m−1]

Cell detachment coefficient Case 4 λBiodetach,C4 1.11 · 10−8 [s−1]

Brooks Corey Lambda 2

Brooks Corey entry pressure 500 [Pa]

Irreducible Gas saturation 1·10−5 [-]

Irreducible Liquid saturation 1·10−3 [-]

Temperature 298.15 [K]

Initial porosity 0.48 [-]

Initial permeability 2.23 ·10−10 [cm−2]

Initial pressure (top) 1.113 ·105 [Pa]

Initial concentration of solutes 0.0 [mol/m3]

Initial volume fraction archaea Case 1-3 1·10−7 [-]

Initial volume fraction bacteria Case 1-3 1·10−6 [-]

Initial volume fraction convertible coal 4·10−4 [-]
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